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ABSTRACT
Transformation of Identity of Four Female Japanese International Students
by
Chizu Matsubara-Jaret
Dr. Steve McCafferty, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of TESOL 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Every year, thousands of students worldwide leave home for the purpose of 
participating in an educational experience in a country other than their own. Drawing on 
a multiple case study design with an ethnographic approach, this study examined the 
connection between learning a second language (L2) in naturalistic contexts and possible 
transformations of identity for four female Japanese international students in the United 
States. The investigation centered around three basic research questions: 1) what are 
some of the effects of adaptation to the U.S. culture on the identity transformation of 
female Japanese international students; 2) what elements of communicative competence 
might prove salient to female Japanese international students’ investment in language 
learning; and 3) how do female Japanese international students position themselves in the 
imagined community of U.S. culture. The study found that the participants were able to 
establish a balance between the first and second cultures, and that this assisted them in
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their understanding of the complex negotiation of identity through social participation 
and community membership. The participants were able to concede their position in the 
two worlds and affirm that they belonged to both cultures. In addition, they were able to 
navigate their way in the negotiation of identity within the two different languages and 
cultures, which resulted in differing degrees of investment in learning the L2 with respect 
to communicative competence. These results, then, provide evidence of the complex and 
multidimensional nature of identity, that is, the changing sense of self the participants 
experienced in relation to changing degrees o f investment in the L 1 and L2 cultures over 
time. By imderstanding the dynamics of these students’ changing identities, the overall 
process of second language acquisition is further illuminated. Also, the findings indicate 
that educators can improve international students’ academic experiences by supporting 
them in their attempts to establish a position as competent members in host communities.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Transnationalism has increased the need for world- wide transportation which 
helps to bring societies together through travel and migration. Individuals may now 
experience new places, cultures and products that were virtually unheard of a few short 
decades ago. International education exchange is another factor that stems from 
transnationalism. According to the 2003-2004 annual report published by the Institution 
of International Education (HE), 572, 509 international students attended higher 
educational institutions in the United States. Over half were Asians (57%); the top four 
countries were India, China, South Korea, and Japan respectively. Statistics also show 
that more men than women (59% compared to 41%) enrolled in American institutions. 
Paige (1990, p. 162) defines international students as “individuals who temporarily reside 
in a country other than their country of citizenship in order to participate in international 
education exchange as students.”
1. 1 Purpose of the Study 
My family and I came to the United States from Japan when I was six years old. 
My father was assigned to a position in New York by his company. During our stay, we 
lived in New York and San Francisco. We lived in the United States for ten years until
my father was transferred back to the headquarters in Tokyo. I remember the experience 
of moving back to Japan as a very difficult time of my life. As a teenager, I was in 
cultural shock, trying to find my place in the new environment, seeking acceptance and 
belongingness, and relearning the language and culture. My own experience as “an 
individual who temporarily resided in a country other than their country of citizenship,” 
(Paige, 1990) contributes greatly to the purpose of the study. After graduating from 
college in Japan, I lived in several Southeast Asian countries and came back to the United 
States to further my education. At the time of my return, I did not have language issues 
per se, but was amazed at the changes in culture and how language had evolved. I was 
thrown into a cultural shock again which forced me to observe the United States society 
and the people with critical eyes by positioning myself as an outsider. At the same time, I 
reflected on the Japanese culture that influenced me heavily in determining the notion of 
“who am I?.” (Stack, 1986, p.3)
Up until then, I had always viewed myself as an individual who could cross 
borders with ease. However, as I adjusted back into the U.S. culture, I experienced 
various levels of transformation in my identity. This time, the border of the U.S. society 
was hard to cross and I felt alienated as I recreated myself to belong. As an ESL 
instructor and a student, the experience of making the effort to cross the border into a 
new culture and a new language introduced me to consider the notion of identity in 
international students. At the same time, I felt the necessity to explore how the original 
culture and language (LI) affects the language - culture acquisition process of
international students, especially in female students. Studies have shown a strong 
connection between second language (L2) and issues of identity construction for adult 
immigrants to North America (Norton Peirce (also known as Norton), 1995, Norton,
1997, 2000, 2001; Pavlenko, 2001, Pavlenko & Blackledge, 2004, Lave & Wenger,
1991). Kanno (2003) pointed out that the last several years have seen a surge of interest 
in issues of identity in the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA), and with it a 
shift toward viewing language learner’s complex and multidimensional beings.
However, few studies have been conducted on the topic of adult international students. 
Kanno (p.8) also pointed out that “it is extremely important to examine the development 
of bilingual competence from a bilingual rather than monolingual perspective” which 1 
strongly feel competent to engage in.
Drawing upon the work of SLA theorists, especially, Norton Peirce and Norton, 
this study will explore L2 and issues of social identity transformation of female Japanese 
international students.
1.2 Research Questions
Language acquisition and identity issues have been investigated for both adult and 
adolescent immigrants. However, research on international students’ identity and 
language acquisition issues have not been explored until the last few years (Kanno, 2003, 
Liu, 2001). This study is designed as a qualitative multiple case study, using a 
ethnographically informed methods. The focus is to examine the connection between the 
L2 and identity formation by exploring the following questions:
1. What are some of the possible effects of adaptation to U.S. culture on the 
identity transformation of female Japanese international students?
2. What elements of communicative competence might prove salient to female 
Japanese international students’ investment in language learning?
3. How do female Japanese international students position themselves in the 
imagined community of U.S. culture?
1.3 Significance of the Study
When international students leave their country for the United States to pursue 
their academic studies, they start a boundary-crossing journey that is full o f adventure.
At the same time, these students bring a diversity of perspectives that is academically and 
socially enriching to the U.S. International students also have a strong economic impact 
on United States; foreign students spent an estimated $12 billion a year in the United 
States on tuition, fees, living expenses and entertainment to the host state from 2003- 
2004 (Department of Commerce, 2003-2004). The Department of Commerce also ranks 
higher education among the top ten largest service sector exports. Although international 
students contribute much to the cultural and intellectual life o f a university, many also 
experience many difficulties in adjusting to American culture in the process of 
completing their degrees.
When students leam a language, it goes beyond knowing words and grammar, it 
involves acquiring roles, and knowing how to act according to social definition.
Language learning entails a process of fitting into one’s place in society (Ogulnick,
2000). As international students live and study in the United States, it is intriguing to 
examine how they fit into or resist fitting into social niches in a foreign society.
How can ESL instructors, faculty, and administrators address the imagined 
communities of new comers, each with her own investments, histories and desires for the 
future? A pilot study that was conducted over two semesters with four female 
international students in an English Workshop setting suggested that at a minimum the 
following content be provided in ESL classrooms: 1) To leam how to speak in both 
formal and informal way, and 2) to know the culture of United States to understand what 
Americans are talking about.
These factors suggested that instead of focusing on grammar, reading and writing 
separately, curricula in ESL classrooms can include language and cultural components to 
assist a smooth transition to the new environment. This could make the experience of 
learning a language more practical and purposeful to many. Additionally, faculty and 
administrators can offer assistance in providing international students with cultural 
information at orientations and workshops. These activities can also be held 
departmentally or by schools. The content of these activities should include topics on 
adaptation and adjustment to the new culture and language, and school (Liu, 2001). In 
addition, higher educational institutions can also encourage domestic students to become 
a bridge between the newcomers (second language learners) and the old-timers (speaker 
of the target language), which will enhance communication for better understanding of 
both cultures. While some language learners may be comfortable being positioned as
newcomers to the knowledge and skills of the new culture, some may resist being 
positioned as newcomers to the practices of being an adult (Toohey, 2000).
On the other hand, ESL instructors, faculty, and administrators should encourage 
international students to be open and receptive to the target culture. As Liu (2001, p. 236) 
explains, “Adaptation to American society is related to academic, social, financial, 
cultural, and language issues.” An excellent two-way communication becomes essential 
in educating both parties in the differences and similarities of cultures.
By studying diversity, we can strive for the realization of alternative visions of the 
future. However, we must remember that identities of immigrants and others must be 
understood not only in terms of the investment in the real world but also in terms of our 
investment in possible worlds. When educators empathize with and acknowledge the 
magnitude of this notion, education will attain a new phase in the area of understanding 
international students and the future of higher education. Therefore, 1 believe that 
research in investment, identity, and language-culture acquisition offers intriguing 
possibilities for social and educational change.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
2.1 International Students 
Every year, thousands of students worldwide leave home for the purpose of 
participating in an educational experience in a country other than their own. For many 
people, the experience of residing in a country other than their own results in their 
learning the language of that country. The extent to which they leam, the accuracy with 
which they use the language, and the style and dialect they acquire depend on numerous 
variables, all of which have come to be associated with the field of second language 
acquisition (SLA). Context of learning has been identified as one of the crucial variables 
in SLA (Norton Peirce, 1995; Morgan, 1997; Pavlenko & Blackledge, 2004).
It has been long assumed that the combination of immersion in the native speech 
community, integrated with formal classroom learning, creates the best environment for 
learning a second language (Freed, 1995). The first major analysis of the benefits of study 
abroad was conducted by Carroll (1967) as part of a larger study of the language 
proficiency of approximately 2,800 college seniors majoring in French, German, Italian 
and Russian. Carroll found that time spent abroad was one of the major predictors of 
student proficiency. In the study of the influence of an overseas experience on how
learners use their second language knowledge in actual communication, and how learners 
compensate for gaps in their knowledge, DeKeyser (1991) compared the language skills 
o f a group of American students who spent a semester in Spain with a comparable group 
who remained at home. DeKeyser’s general finding was that, despite gains in fluency 
and vocabulary for the group in Spain, no significant differences were found. However, 
DeKeyser (1991) did leam that important individual differences within the overseas 
groups, differences which “had a strong impact on the way the learners were perceived 
by native speakers” were present in the study. When leaming a new language, leamers 
realize that unlike people who grow up within a culture, socialized to adopt certain 
linguistic practices appropriate to that society, language leamers attempting to develop 
proficiency in the target language and gain acceptance in the culture must often decide 
for themselves how willing they are to follow those practices.
2.2 Exploring identity
As we look further into the constmction of identity, we acknowledge that 
interactions take intemally and extemally, and that people cannot be separated from the 
distribution of material resources in society. People who have access to a wide range of 
resources in a society will have access to power and privilege, which will in tum 
influence how they understand their relationship with the world and their possibilities for 
the future (Norton Peirce, 1995).
Heller (1987, 1992) and Heller and Barker’s works (1988) played a critical role in 
attracting the field’s attention to the fact that conventional language practices represent
relatively stable power relations. Heller and Heller and Barker’s ethnographic 
investigations of language choice in public and private settings in Canada from 1978 to 
1990 laid the foundation in negotiation of identities, showing that languages can no 
longer be seen solely as unproblematic markers of particular ethnic identities. In addition 
to Heller and Heller and Barker’s work, Pavlenko and Blackledge (2004, p. 12) note that 
“On the one hand, language is seen as part of processes of social action and interaction 
and in particular as a way in which people influence others. On the other, it is a symbolic 
resource which may be tied to the ability to gain access to, and exercise power.” In the 
construction of identity, many aspects of our lives contribute to our understanding of who 
we are: race, gender, class, occupation, sexual orientation, and age, among others. Which 
part becomes salient feature of our identity depends on the context (McNamara, 1997).
Canale and Swain (1980) and Canale (1983) conceptualized communicative 
competence in the field of SLA into four characteristics: Grammatical competence, 
sociolinguistic competence, discourse competence, and strategic competence. Norton 
(2000) argued that while it is important for language learners to understand what Hymes 
(1979) called the ‘rules of use” of the target language and the communicative 
competence, it is equally important for them to explore whose interests these rules serve. 
Bourdieu’s (1977) work focused on the relationship between identity and symbolic power 
-  in particular the notion of cultural capital. He used the term to reference the knowledge 
and modes of thought that characterize different classes and groups in relation to specific 
sets of social norms. Bourdieu further argued that the value ascribed to speech cannot be 
understood apart from the person who speaks, and the person who speaks cannot be
understood apart from larger networks of social relationships. In addition, that an 
expanded definition of competence should include the “right to speak” or “the power to 
impose reception (p.75).” He continued to argue that “when a person speaks, the speaker 
wishes not only to be understood, but to be believed, obeyed, respected, distinguished.” 
However, he took the position that a speaker’s ability to command the listener is 
unequally structured for different speakers “because of the symbolic power relations 
between them.”
Harklau (1994) and Miller (1999) worked longitudinally with ESL students. 
Harklau spent 3 16 years following four Chinese immigrant students in California as they 
moved from ESL to mainstream classes. Miller tracked Chinese high school students in 
Australia for 18 months, from their on-arrival intensive ESL program to their eventual 
integration into the mainstream classroom. Both studies found that, generally, ESL 
students remained isolated from English-speaking students, even after they had been 
mainstreamed. Harklau wrote, “Perhaps the single most salient aspect of observations of 
ESL students in mainstream classes was their reticence and lack of interaction with 
native-speaking peers” (pp. 262-263). Miller found that ESL students who moved to a 
regular high school after receiving intensive ESL instruction had less opportunity to use 
English in high school. Although they were physically surrounded by native English 
speakers, the ESL and the native-speaking groups had little to do with each other, so that 
the physical proximity of English speakers did not lead to increased opportunities to use 
English for the ESL students.
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Norton Peirce’s work on the language leaming experiences of immigrant women 
in Canada is influential in the field of SLA. Norton Peirce (1995) argued that SLA 
theorists had not developed a comprehensive theory of social identity that integrates the 
language learner and the language leaming context. Furthermore, they had not 
questioned how relations of power in the social world affect social interaction between 
second language learners and target language speakers (p. 12). Norton Perice theorized 
that through language, leamers gain or are denied access to social networks wherein 
opportunities for speaking are created, and that language is the medium through which 
leamers develop and negotiate their identity. Drawing on a feminist post - structuralism 
theorists, especially Weedon (1997), Norton Peirce conceptualized the individual as 
diverse, contradictory, and dynamic; multiple rather than unitary, decentered rather than 
centered (p. 15). For Norton Peirce, social identity is not something that belongs to the 
individual but emerges out of the learner’s interaction with the learning context. Social 
stmctures play an important role in enabling a learner to use the target language. It also 
conceives the language learner as having complex social identity and multiple desires. 
Therefore, an investment in the target language is also an investment in a learner’s own 
social identity and identity which is constantly changing across time and space (Norton 
Peirce, 1995). Pavlenko (1998) also noted in her study that the ability to understand a 
second language can give one access to altemative gender ideologies, and the struggle to 
express oneself in a second language can entail the reconstruction of all aspects of one’s 
social identity.
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While Norton worked with adult L2 leamers, McKay and Wong (1996) analyzed 
the English leaming of adolescent Chinese immigrant students in California. They 
illustrated various discourses (i.e. colonial/racial, model-minority, Chinese cultural 
nationalist, school, and gender) in which the students were simultaneously involved 
within the school context. Some of these discourses helped students constmct a social 
identity that was conducive to acquiring English. Their work demonstrated that even 
within the school setting, which is only one part of the immigrant students’ lives, they 
possessed multiple identities.
Other researchers focused on examining hybrid identities that bilingual speakers 
express. Le Page and Tabourer-Keller (1985) argued that “the equation ‘a race = a 
culture = a language’” (p.234) is simply not accurate. Furthermore, Pavlenko’s (2001) 
analysis of autobiographies published by L2 users showed the bilingual writers stmggling 
to claim identities that do not fit with the dominant ideologies of monolingualism and 
monoculturalism in the United States. She argued that by writing about their experiences 
of leaming and using multiple languages, these authors were staking out a claim that 
“being a contemporary American is about multiplicity and invention as much as it is 
about ‘fitting in’ in some preconceived identity options” (p.340).
The idea that identity is not fixed and changes over time can also be observed in 
Tse’s (1999) findings of 39 Asian Americans. She proposed four stages o f development 
(p. 122). In stage one, ethnic awareness is seen. Ethnic minorities are unaware of their 
minority status, usually because of limited contact with other ethnic groups. Stage two is 
ethnic ambivalence and/or evasion. This stage usually occurs in childhood and
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adolescence and is characterized by a feeling of ambivalence toward the ethnic group. At 
this stage, ethnic minorities may distance themselves from their own group and adopt the 
norms and behaviors of the dominant group. In stage three, ethnic emergence usually 
begins in adolescence or early childhood. This stage occurs when the ethnic minority 
realizes that joining the dominant group is not wholly possible and therefore, it is an 
ineffective approach to achieving a better self-image. The individual is searching for 
“belonging” and “acceptance”. Finally, in stage four, ethnic identity incorporation 
appears. At this stage, an individual will join the ethnic majority, the American group, 
and resolve many of their conflicts over their ethnic identity. This stage allows an 
individual to achieve self-acceptance as a member of the ethnic minority and further 
allows for a progression towards understanding ethnic identity issues such as how race 
and ethnicity affect self-perception.
To further explore Tse’s theory, Anzaldua’s (1987) metaphor of “border 
crossings,” must be considered. Anzaldua theorizes that multiple identities exists in 
individuals and that “border crossing” designates meeting places between cultures, and 
perhaps identities, where “one wrestles with leaving parts of one’s culture and accepting 
aspects of a new culture, or where one lives on the margins of several cultures.” Vila 
(1997) goes beyond Anzaldua’s theory suggesting that not all people choose to “cross” 
the border; some choose to reinforce their cultural borders, or to create entirely new ones. 
Both Anzaldua and Vila’s theories are important factors to be considered along with 
Tse’s theory to enhance the understanding that construction of identity has multiple 
facets.
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2.3 Second Language Acquisition, Motivation and Investment 
Some students resist change and cling to their old habits; others desperately try to 
fit into the target community and yet experience a sense of failure or despair (Liu, 2001). 
If so, how does this affect the motivation and investment in language acquisition and 
transformation of identity in an international student?
Krashen (1981,1982) in fact, hypothesized that comprehensible input in the 
presence of a low affective filter is the major causal variable in SLA. In Krashen’s view, 
this affective filter comprises the learner’s motivation, self-confidence, and anxiety state 
and these are variables that pertain to the individual rather than a social context.
However, Norton (2000) indicated that many second language theorists are not in 
complete agreement with Krashen’s conception of the affective filter or his understanding 
of how affective variables interact with the larger society context (p. 120).
Norton (2000) defined the concept of motivation as a notion that conceives the 
language learner as having a unified, coherent identity which organizes the type and 
intensity of a language learner. However, researchers in general, disagree strongly on 
virtually everything concerning the concept, and there are also some serious doubts 
whether “motivation” is more than a rather obsolete umbrella term for a wide range of 
variables that have little to do with each other (Dorynei, 2001). However, most 
researchers agree on the basic definitions of motivation: 1) the choice of a particular 
action, 2) the persistence with it, and 3) the effort expended on it. In other words 
motivation is responsible for why people decide to do something, how long they are 
willing to sustain the activity, and how hard they are going to pursue it. We can ask the
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question, “ Does motivation involve just the psychological aspect of an individual?” 
Williams (1994, p.77) argues that leaming a foreign language involves far more than 
simply leaming skills; it involves an alteration in self-image, the adoption of new social 
and cultural behaviors and ways of being, and therefore has a significant impact on the 
social nature of the learner. Furthermore, Williams and Burden (1997) noted that “an 
individual’s motivation is also subject to social and contextual influences. These will 
include the whole culture and context and the social situation, as well as significant other 
people and the individual’s interaction with these people.” As research indicates, notions 
of motivation of an individual are influenced by both emic and etic perspectives.
Prior to Norton Peirce’s (1995) investment theory, Maehr and Braskamp (1986, 
p.6) introduced the theory of personal investment that intended to capture the underlying 
meaning of the disparate behavioral patterns commonly associated with motivation. They 
argued that “motivation can be properly thought of as a process whereby people take 
certain available resources -  their time, talent, and energy -  and distribute them as they 
choose.” (p.7). Thus, another indication that motivation takes on a social-cultural weight 
on the individual’s psychological being. Therefore, as Norton (2000) argues, “a leamer’s 
motivation to speak is mediated by other investments that may conflict with the desire to 
speak -  investments that are intimately connected to the ongoing production of the 
leamers’ identities and their desires for the future.” (p. 120).
Norton (1997) identified Bourdieu’s theory as an “investment” to signal the 
socially and historically constmcted relationship of leamers to the target language. She 
further noted his position is that “the linguist takes for granted the conditions for the
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establishment of communication: that those who speak regard those who listen as worthy 
to listen and that those who listen regard those who speak as worthy to speak” (p.411). 
Here, Norton asked, “What is the learner’s investment in the target language? How is the 
learner’s relationship to the target language socially and historically constructed?” She 
answered her questions that an investment in the target language is an investment in a 
learner’s own social identity, which changes across time and space.
The concept of investment introduced by Norton Peirce (1995) is best understood 
with reference to the economic metaphors that Bourdieu (1977) used in his work as 
‘cultural capital’. He argued that some forms of cultural capital have higher exchange 
value than others in relation to a set of social forms which value some forms of 
knowledge and thought over others. Norton (2000, p. 10) noted that “If learners invest in 
a second language, they do so with the understanding that they will acquire a wider range 
of symbolic and material resources, which will in turn increase the value of their cultural 
capital. Learners expect or hope to have a good return on that investment -  a return that 
will give them access to hitherto unattainable resources.” Norton continued to argue that 
the notion of investment is not equivalent to instrumental motivation. The conception of 
instrumental motivation presupposes a unitary, fixed, and historical language learner who 
desires access to material resources that are the privilege of target language speakers. 
However, the notion of investment conceives of the language learner as having a complex 
social history and multiple desires. The notion of investment presupposes that when 
language learners speak, they are not only exchanging information with target language 
speakers, but they are constantly organizing and reorganizing a sense of who they are and
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how they relate to the social world. Thus an investment in the target language is also an 
investment in a learner’s own identity, an identity which is constantly changing across 
time and space (Norton, 2000, p .ll).
Norton (2000) noted that the work of Gardner and Lambert (1972) had been 
influential in introducing the notions of instrumental and integrative motivation into the 
field of SLA. Instrumental motivation references the desire that language learners have to 
learn a second language for utilitarian purposes, such as employment, while integrative 
motivation references the desire to learn a language to integrate successfully with the 
target language community (p. 10). While this theoretical framework considers about the 
motivation in the SLA field, it does not capture the complex relationship between power, 
identity, and language learning (Norton, 2000).
Immigrants, intemational students, and those who are learning a new language in 
a new culture are all language and culture brokers. They devote their time to take part in 
the foreign society and to acquire the target language and culture. However, as 
researchers have indicated (McKay & Wong, 1996, Harklau, 1994, Miller, 1999) such 
people often do not have access to the host culture. To understand such phenomenon, we 
take a look into Lave and Wenger’s (1991) communities-of-practice perspective. They 
were interested in the relationship between learning, identity, and community 
participation explaining that when newcomers join a community of people with shared 
practices - ‘“ways of doing things, ways of talking, beliefs, values, power relations” -  
they need to learn to participate in those practices. Lave and Wenger noted “to become a 
full member of a community of practice requires access to a wide range of ongoing
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activity, old-timers, and other members of the community.” They also maintained that 
what we usually call learning is part of leaming to take part in shared practices of a 
community. We learn not for the abstract goal of attaining knowledge, but in order to 
participate in communities where we wish to become a member. “Because leaming 
transforms who we are and what we can do, it is an experience of identity. It is not just 
an accumulation of skills and information, but a process of becoming -  to become a 
certain person or, conversely, to avoid becoming a certain person” (Wenger, 1998, 
p.215).
For example, Norton Peirce’s (1995) immigrant participant, Eva, is a good 
reminder that rather than facilitating the newcomer’s (second language learner) entry into 
the community, the old timer (speaker of target language) humiliates her. Eva’s co­
worker, Gail points to a customer’s T-shirt with an image of Bart Simpson on it. Because 
Eva did not know the character Gail made her “feel so bad” (p. 10). Although newcomers 
need to have opportunities to take part in activities to become a member of the 
community, research in SLA suggests that access to interactions with native speakers 
cannot be assumed to be readily available to L2 leamers (Harklau, 1994; Miller, 1999.) In 
such situations, newcomers are kept at the margins and eventually become old-timers 
without developing the expertise to engage more fully.
2. 4 Imagined Communities 
To further explore the process of identity construction and language acquisition, 
Norton and Kanno (2003) wrote about imagined communities. Anderson (1991) first 
introduced the notion of an imagined community. Anderson based his theory on the
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concepts of nationality, nation-ness, and nationalism. He defined nationalism as “an 
imagined political community that is imaged as both inherently limited and sovereign. It 
is imagined because members will never know most of their fellow-members, yet in the 
minds of each lives is the image of their communion.” (p.51 ) According to Norton and 
Kanno (2003), imagined communities refer to a group of people, not immediately 
tangible and accessible, with whom we connect through the power of the imagination. 
Imagination, according to Wenger ( 1998), is “a process of expanding oneself by 
transcending our time and space and creating new images of the world and ourselves 
(p. 176). When an intemational student begins her studies in the United States, in her 
imagination, she is a recognized member of an intemational academic society. English at 
the same time is seen as one of the important means of gaining this future affiliation. An 
example from my pilot study may render this vision more concrete.
N began her studies in the English Institution at a large southwestem university in 
2004. At the time, she felt that her English was not improving since she was barely 
following the classes; she realized her English was not “good enough” to participate in 
class discussions nor to completely comprehend what the professors lectured. She had 
idealized the studying process and was far removed from what actually was going to be 
the reality of a college life in the United States. Her disappointment was acute and led 
her to change her major. But while it lasted, N ’s privately imagined community created a 
powerful vision, hope, and provided her an important sense of direction. To explain this 
phenomenon, Norton (2001) indicated that, “different leamers have different imagined 
communities and that these imagined communities are best understood in the context of
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the learner’s unique investment in the target language and the conditions under which he 
or she speaks and practices it.” (p. 165). N had later withdrew from her classes and 
transferred to a local community college, noting that “the university was not acceptable 
of me.” Norton (2001) wrote, “A learner’s imagined community invites an imagined 
identity, and a learner’s investment in the target language must be understood within this 
context” (p. 166). Being silenced by an imagined community and realizing that her 
imagined identity did not exist where she anticipated. N did not see the necessity to 
invest in the context. Ultimately, N had taken the position of a non-participant and 
moved to a different environment to explore another imagined community.
Adaptation was defined by Kim (1988, p.9) as “the internal transformation of an 
individual challenged by a new cultural environment in the direction of increasing fitness 
and compatibility in that environment. Adaptation is the process of change over time that 
takes place within individuals who have completed their primary socialization process in 
one culture and then come into continuous, prolonged, first-hand contact with a new and 
unfamiliar culture. A person is assumed to be an open communication system that 
interacts with the environment through input and output of information (Kim, 1988). A 
person has an inherent drive to maintain his or her internal equilibrium in the face of 
changes in environmental conditions. Such equilibrium is distributed when the person- 
environment symmetry is broken. Therefore, “to regain internal equilibrium and reduce 
stress, a person adapts by altering his or her internal conditions” (pp.37-38). In this 
theory, Kim viewed the phenomenon as common to both long-term immigrants and
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refugees and short-term sojourners. However, we need to explore if this theory exists 
toward the intemational students in this study.
2.5. Identity of Learning English 
In Japan, language defines the position, gender, and the role that an individual is 
expected to have by the society. Seniority rules are reflected in certain grammatical 
forms in the Japanese language. When people talk to superiors they use keigo (honorific) 
language, which includes three types of language: sonkeigo (respectful or honorific 
language), kenjogo (humble language), and teineigo (polite language) (Davies & Ikeno, 
2002). People make use of these forms as the situation indicates. Although various issues 
exist in the construction of identity, this section will focus on how English language and 
American culture impact identity in Japanese English leamers.
When English and Japanese are compared, English and Japanese communication 
tends to assume and reinforce essentialist cultural dichotomies between the East and the 
West. In the field of cross-cultural communication, a focus on differences results in a 
construction of English communication as more direct and specific than Japanese (Hiraga 
& Turner, 1995; Matsubayashi, 1995). Japanese women may be attracted to this mystique 
of English directness and specificity as a way to resist or even escape linguistic gender 
roles that proscribe a lack of assertion for females (Siegal, 1994).
A prosodic feature of the Japanese language demonstrates that a strong correlation 
between high voice pitch levels and attributes associated with feminine identities, 
including being polite (Loveday, 1986), cute, gentle, weak (Ohara, 1993, 1997) and 
modest (Van Bezooijen, 1995). One might speculate that some female leamers of
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Japanese from cultures with different conceptions of gender would want to avoid 
projecting these images and hence resist employing a high pitched voice when speaking 
the target language (Ohara, 2001). This is not to say that females in English-speaking 
cultures are not under any kind of social pressure to express their femininity. Linguists 
(Coates, 1999; Tannen, 1997) have suggested that specific linguistic resources exists for 
expressing female gender identity in the English language, including the use of a deeper, 
breathy voice to exude sexuality.
Several Japanese women (Matsui, 1995) reported they became more self-assertive 
as their comfort in expressing themselves in English increased, pointing out that 
“oppressive” female speech in Japanese -  characterized by the frequent use of honorific 
forms -  made them unable to assert themselves against an elder and superior. McMahill 
(2001) in her research found that Japanese women “have a different identity as an English 
speaker.” Some of the participants said they express themselves less stereotypically and 
more honestly, directly, and assertively in English than in Japanese. One example given 
to her by the students was the insertion of subject pronouns such as T’ or ‘you.’ They 
said that having to specify personal pronouns in English constantly drew their attention to 
the distinctions between their own opinions and those of their interlocutors and helped 
them to clarify their thoughts. Like the Western women leaming Japanese in Siegal 
(1994), some of the participants in McMahill’s research felt they were under special 
pressure as women to conform to a wider cultural ideal of showing concem for others and 
avoiding conflict (McMahill, 2001). Mori (1997) in her novel. Polite Lies, wrote “1 am
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willing to compromise my proficiency in Japanese so that I can continue to think the 
thoughts I have come to value in English.”
Matsui (1995) found that many female Japanese students in the United States 
admired American culture, and reported that the American “individualist” culture had 
made them more “self-confident,” “self-expressive,” and “self-assertive.” They 
negatively viewed their socialization in Japan, especially feminine deportment as 
enforced by the society. Matsui also noted that Japanese women studying in the United 
States have low expectations for the future after they return to Japan. This is due to the 
fact that until recently, college-educated women’s entrance into career professions has 
been extremely limited, and Japanese families and society do not expect women to 
achieve professionally and academically. As a result, women’s education has become 
largely a means of enhancing their status in the marriage market. Matsui continues to 
note that young unmarried Japanese women can exercise their freedom abroad to the 
fullest; their American experiences make them self-confident and give them greater 
capacity to control their lives. For this reason, the majority of Japanese women studying 
in the United States are seeking opportunities in the United States or elsewhere outside of 
Japan (Matsui, 1995). They are fully aware that their degrees will not be advantageous on 
their return to Japan, since they have chosen fields for personal interest rather than for a 
career. However, they all viewed American education as invaluable because it restored 
self-esteem and confidence something that would empower them to survive the male- 
dominated society once back in Japan.
In addition, Matsui noted that female Japanese students are reluctant to go
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back to Japan (Matsui, 1995, p.375) since they do not conform to the social norm of 
femininity imposed by their families, workplaces, and society. Most report that their 
American experience has made them “excessively” self-confident and self-assertive “for 
the Japanese standard of femininity,” so that they felt they would have a hard time 
readjusting to Japanese society. This report supports an earlier study by White (1988) 
which indicated that Japanese women studying in the United States generally were more 
involved in the American way of life, adjusted to American culture, and enjoyed their 
stay in the United States.
A combination of immersion in the native speech community, integrated with 
formal classroom leaming, creates the best environment for leaming a second language 
(Freed, 1995). At the same time, immersion in the community offers varieties of cross- 
cultural experiences that can be dramatic and influential to an individual’s identity 
constmction. As seen in Siegal (1994) and Freed’s (1995) researches, language plays a 
significant role in determining “who am I?” The cross-cultural experiences of female 
Japanese international students studying abroad definitely provide them with 
opportunities to think about the issue through language. However, language has power in 
two extreme ends; one encouraging “freedom”, the other being “oppressive” to the 
speakers, and as a result impacting the speakers in their decision to conform or resist the 
target culture.
Weedon (1997) defined subjectivity as ‘the conscious and unconscious thoughts 
and emotions of the individual, her sense of herself and her ways of understanding her 
relation to the world.’ She further argued that the terms “subject” and “subjectivity”
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signify a different conception of the individual than that associated with humanist 
conceptions of the individual dominant in Western philosophy. Based on this theory, 
Norton (2000) noted that subjectivity is conceived of as multiple rather than unitary, and 
decentered rather than centered. In addition, Norton-Perice’s (1995) theory of investment 
provides an in-depth framework for an understanding of female students studying abroad 
as their identity changes across time and space within the leaming context.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY 
The interest in exploring transformation of social identity in female Japanese 
intemational students directed me to a pilot study that involved intemational students 
from several different countries. The study was conducted as a workshop that taught 
English through drama for the period of two semesters at a university in the Southwestem 
part of the United States. The workshop was taught by two doctoral students at the 
university. Both were academically involved in teaching English to speakers of other 
languages.
3.1 Pilot Study and Data Collection 
The workshop met once a week for an hour and a half to accommodate the 
students’ busy schedule. The activities at the workshops were video taped so the 
organizers could review the activities for meaningful investigation. Individual and group 
interviews were also conducted. These interviews were tape recorded and the contents 
were reviewed by the organizers. These interviews were conducted with both organizers 
present or only one. Leaming activities consisted of but were not limited to script 
reading, role playing, and improvising. The scripts were chosen by one organizer which 
was appropriate in content and level for the participants. Each participant was provided
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with a new script each week. However, at times, from a request from the participants, the 
workshop did continue with the same script for several weeks. This happened due to the 
fact that the script’s content was culturally difficult to understand or that the participants 
liked it very much they wanted to continue to work on it. When introduced, a script was 
self-read by the participants and then was read out loud by the workshop organizers to 
demonstrate pitch, intonation, and pronunciation. The script was then read out loud by 
the participants followed by a brief discussion on vocabulary and context of the script. 
The script was then role played by volunteers. The role playing entailed improvising the 
script so that it had its originality and uniqueness of the participants’ ideas. Improvising 
scripts included but not limited to adjusting scripts to real life situations, changing words 
to accommodate the level of comprehension, and having the participants create a 
situation based on the script. Other activities included tongue twisters, introduction and 
discussion about the various American cultures and comparison of American culture and 
theirs. These activities brought about diverse thoughts and ideas that enticed active 
discussions as a part of their language leaming.
3.2 Participants
There were six female students; two were from Russia, two from South Korea, 
and two from Japan. Some of the students were studying at the university, some were 
stay-at-home mothers, and one was still in the ESL program that was offered to 
intemational students before they were allowed to register for mainstream classes.
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The two Japanese participants had arrived in the United States approximately six 
months prior to when the workshop began. The first participant accompanied her husband 
who was seeking a degree at the university. Her stay in the United States was limited to 
two years while her husband attended school. She felt that her English was poor but 
definitely wanted to acquire the language during her stay. Her participation was sparing 
due to the fact that she was a new mother. She was only able to attend if her husband 
was home. However, when she attended, she was always positive and wanted to 
participate in all the activities. She mentioned that the workshop was the only contact 
with “America.” She did not have much opportunity to explore the English speaking 
community which resulted in limited English contact. At the same time, she felt “scared” 
to talk in English, that people would not understand her or would make fun of her. She 
had an excellent understanding of English grammar, and was therefore, capable of 
comprehending written English. Her dedication in leaming English was reflected in 
hiring a tutor to help her achieve her goals. This participant had no intention of 
remaining in the United States; however, she indicated that her understanding of her 
social identity had altered during her short stay. She mentioned that she was now aware 
of the choices that exist for women such as furthering education, holding jobs, and having 
one’s own independence, ideas that she said she would take back with her.
The second participant, N, had arrived in the United States to attend an English 
language school. She had her bachelor’s degree in art from a university in Japan. She 
had more than ten years of work experience in Japan. Her first intention was to acquire 
English in a short time, then return to Japan. Therefore, she was in an English as a
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Second Language Institution on the university’s campus. She attended the institution’s 
classes in grammar, conversation and speech, reading, and writing. While taking these 
classes, she was offered a job as a nanny which provided her financial assistance that 
allowed her to stay in the United States longer than she plarmed. She accepted the job 
and her intention to go back to Japan had completely changed. She saw “opportunity” in 
the United States and decided to stay as long as she could and eventually live there 
permanently. Her interest in acquiring English had increased intensively because of her 
opportunity to stay longer in the United States. Time to learn English was not limited as 
she first felt, which allowed her to plan her study schedule accordingly.
She felt that her English was poor but she was a great observer and was beginning 
to grasp some of the aspects of American culture. She spoke freely of her observations of 
American society and its people, made comparisons of Japan and the United States, and 
reflected on her life in Japan and in the United States. She became the focus of my pilot 
study.
3.3 N, Focus of the Pilot Study 
N diligently attended the workshop and quickly showed progress in her ability to 
comprehend English. As the workshop continued into the second semester, N showed 
more interest in acquiring English and also the culture. By then, her stay in the United 
States had exceeded six months in which she was more exposed to the American 
language, culture, and the people. Her close observations enticed her to ask questions of 
American language, culture, and people which assisted her increase her understand the 
newly adapted environment. She also became assertive and began to communicate to the
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instructors what she wanted to learn in the workshop. She also voluntarily took on roles 
in the skit played during the workshop which did not happen before. As she played the 
character of the skit, she improvised and utilized the phrases she learned or heard on the 
TV shows. Her participation had definitely changed from passive to self-assured over the 
course of the year. Interestingly, N was capable of observing her language leaming 
process in an objective way. One leaming process she enjoyed was to explore ways to 
improve her vocabulary which she desperately sought to do. She used various techniques 
that she leamed through classes, workshops, and friends. She also suggested that rhythm 
was the weak point of Japanese speakers since the Japanese language required a different 
one. She gave examples of exercises that might help her and others to obtain the correct 
rhythm when speaking in English. N also mentioned the importance of gestures in 
speaking English. N emphasized the significance of gestures in acquiring English among 
other things, since she felt that it assisted to set the rhythm and pace of verbal 
communication.
To explore how N felt about leaming English, she was interviewed once as a 
group during the first semester of the workshop. She was also interviewed individually 
twice in the second semester of the workshop at her house. The first interview was 
conducted in English and Japanese. Both organizers attended the interview and took 
tums asking questions. Some translation was necessary for N to fully comprehend the 
meaning of the questions. She mentioned being nervous since she did not know what to 
expect. However, after a while, she began to liberally express her feelings about her life 
in the United States, school, work, and the workshop. The second interview was
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conducted in Japanese without the presence of the second organizer. Through this 
interview, N indicated that she was eager to learn the American culture, indicating that 
the workshop practice was helping her to become acquainted with how Americans think. 
Her curiosity toward American culture stemmed from the understanding that Americans 
are very different from the Japanese since environment influences people and their 
values. She was also interested in the differences in the educational system between 
Japan and the United States. She also felt that eating American food and listening to 
American music was not enough to understand a culture. She wanted to understand the 
layers of the American culture. N had taken a liking in the American custom of shaking 
hands or hugging a person. Although she indicated that she felt uncomfortable at first, she 
had come to appreciate the custom of greeting. Furthermore, she mentioned the 
differences in the language system between English and Japanese. She explained that the 
Japanese language requires the utilizing of honorifics which can demand inequality 
between interlocutors. This inequality at times made N feel inferior when speaking to 
certain groups of people in Japan. However, the stmcture of the English language helped 
N to feel free to speak to older people including professors at her school. In order for her 
to convey her emotions and feelings in-depth, she said that she was able to express more 
of her feelings directly in English than in Japanese. This particular interview revealed 
N’s history that helped in understanding the changes in her identity.
Many times, N ’s ability to observe had worked as an obstacle to her taking part in 
the “moment” that language leaming was happening. As others were taking part in the 
role-play, N would observe and forget to participate in the activity. She would often
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become an outsider and begin to analyze what others were doing and why. N’s way of 
sitting out of the crowd was also demonstrated in a different situation. N suggested that 
she had never felt she belonged to the society she was bom into. When she was asked to 
write about Japan and its people, she struggled to decide whether to use the pronoun 
“them” or “us.” N ’s sense of belonging to American society had increased during the 
duration of the pilot study. In just six months she had distanced herself from the Japanese 
society by referring to the people of Japan as “they.” When her choice of words was 
pointed out, she responded that when she was asked to write about the Japanese culture in 
her English classes, she had always debated whether to use the pronoun “they” or “us.
She felt content even though she was starting all over again. Although she could not 
clearly explain why, she repeatedly expressed that she didn’t want to go back to Japan. 
She felt that she was in the process of making her own “home” here in the United States 
and that people were acceptant of her doing so. It was beginning to become clear that 
N ’s identity had begun to evolve.
3.4 Pilot Study Results and Discussion 
It was totally an unexpected finding that N ’s transformation in identity, but 
probably not the only one, would occur at such an early stage of stay in the United States. 
N had only been in the United States for six months at the time of the pilot study. She had 
not had much exposure to the American culture, language, and people but the strong 
desire to stay permanently had truly resulted in a fascinating change of self- 
consciousness. She mentioned that her family did not allow her to take risks since
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“failure” was an embarrassment to the family. However, she chose to take a kind of risk 
to stay in the United States, the risk that she was never allowed to take in Japan and 
began to take control of her destiny. When N started in the workshop, she seemed to lack 
in self-confidence and looked lost. However, something had provided her the strength to 
change her mind set and that energy had turned her life around. Had the English 
language given her the freedom to express herself? Did the so-called individualism of 
American culture bring out the person she really was? What kind of opportunity did she 
find in the United States that Japan was not able to provide? What is the strong appeal 
that United States offers? What changed her? How did it happen?
Finding answers to these questions became a critical factor in exploring the 
formation and transformation of social identity in intemational female students. Norton 
(2000) stated that “notion of investment is not equivalent to instrumental motivation. The 
conception of instmmental motivation presupposes a unitary, fixed, and ahistorical 
language leamer who desires access to material resources that the privilege of target 
language speakers. The notion of investment, on the other hand, conceives of the 
language leaner as having a complex social history and multiple desires. The notion 
presupposes that when language leamers speak, they are not only exchanging information 
with target language speakers, but they are constantly organizing and reorganizing a 
sense of who they are and how they relate to the social world. Thus an investment in the 
target language is also an investment in a leamer’s own identity, an identity which is 
constantly changing across time and space.” (pp. 10-11) N had reorganized herself as she 
began to be more and more exposed to the American way of life. Her investment in
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acquiring the English language had begun to change across time and space. The pilot 
study had now become a dissertation topic to investigate in depth.
3. 5 Dissertation Research
The result of the pilot study in the case of N was encouraging. N ’s quick 
adjustment began to demonstrate some features of the research questions that I had 
proposed. First, as N adapted to the US culture, her identity showed a slight shift from 
lack of self-confidence to more assertive attitude in her lifestyle. Second, English gave 
her the opportunity to express herself more freely than Japanese. Third, N was beginning 
to feel the sense of belonging in the imagined community of the United States, a feeling 
she never had while living in Japan.
As stated in chapter 2, language and power co-exists and how people fit in or do 
not fit into the mainstream society affects the leaming process of the leamer. N had 
begun her joumey to help me to explore the three research questions much more in depth. 
These findings delved into three more female Japanese intemational students to 
investigate how each individual might differ in language and culture acquisition.
3.6 The Study
Qualitative research is an umbrella concept covering several forms of inquiry that 
help us understand and explain the meaning of social phenomena with as little dismption 
of the natural setting as possible (Merriam, 1998, p.6). Qualitative researchers are 
interested in understanding the meaning people have constructed, that is, how they make 
sense of their world and the experiences they have in the world (Sherman & Webb, 1988, 
p.7). The key concem of qualitative research is to understand the phenomenon of interest
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from the participants’ perspectives, not the researcher’s perspectives. Based on these 
definitions of qualitative research, it was determined that the study would benefit most by 
utilizing a qualitative framework.
The study was a multiple case study informed by ethnographically. Yin (1994, p. 
9) suggested that for “how” and “why” questions that use of a case study has a direct 
advantage. Furthermore, Yin noted that the less control an investigator has over “a 
contemporary set of events,” and/or if the variables are so embedded in the situation as to 
be impossible to identify ahead of time, the choice of a case study is likely to be the best. 
Merriam noted that a case study is a particularly suitable design if the focus is on process, 
for its very uniqueness, and for what it can reveal about a phenomenon (1998, p.33).
Ethnography is a form of qualitative research employed by anthropologists to 
study human society and culture. Culture essentially refers to the beliefs, values, and 
attitudes that structure the behavior of a specific group of people (Merriam, 1998 p. 13). 
Spadley (1980, p. 3) described ethnography as a means of leaming from people rather 
than studying people. He also indicated that ethnography starts with a conscious attitude 
of almost complete ignorance. While this study is not an ethnography, the study is 
informed by the notion of understanding the culture of each participant.
Specifically, the study examined the connection between leaming the L2 in 
naturalistic contexts and possible transformations of identity for female Japanese 
intemational students as a result of such exposure. Three issues formed the heart of the 
research:
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1. What are some of the effects of adaptation to US culture on the identity 
transformation of female Japanese intemational students?
2. What elements of communicative competence might prove salient to female 
Japanese international students’ investment in language leaming?
3. How do female Japanese intemational students position themselves in 
the imagined community of US culture?
3.7 Recmitment of Participants
Purposeful sampling (Patton, 1990) is based on the assumption that the investigator 
wants to discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore must select a sample from 
which the most can be leamed. Patton further argued “the logic and power of purposeful 
sampling lies in selecting information-rich cases for study in depth.” To begin purposeful 
sampling, selection criteria are essential. Selection criteria for the study were as follows:
1. Participants were recmited in an urban southwest region of the United States.
2. The participants were female Japanese students bom in Japan who were either 
attending an ESL program or a degree- seeking program at an institution of higher 
education
3. The level of their English skills was not considered as selection criteria.
4. The participants’ ages were not prescribed although as intemational students most 
would be between the ages of eighteen and forty.
The participants were recruited through ESL programs, degree-seeking 
program, and introduced by other participants. Participants had an initial meeting as a 
group with the researcher. This meeting provided the opportunity for the researcher to
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explain some aspects of the study and the procedure. It also provided an opportunity for 
the participants to clarify any questions they may have had and also to meet with the 
other participants. The meeting also helped to secure information from each participant 
concerning the following areas: biographical information, work experience, the English 
language courses they had taken, types of language contacts they had outside of school, 
comfort levels in using English, the extent of English usage, the leaming process, and the 
students’ perception of the relationship between language and culture (Norton, 2000, ). 
The participants were asked to fill out a form indicating the above information (Appendix 
A).
According to Creswell (1998), to represent diverse cases to fully display multiple 
perspectives about the case, “maximum variation” should be selected as criteria.
Merriam (1998) also indicated that for multicase or comparative case studies, cases 
should be selected on the basis of relevant criteria. Therefore, several participants of 
female Japanese intemational students were chosen. At first, the sample consisted of 
seven participants. However, the final number of participants was narrowed down to four 
individuals. The reason behind the selection was that the four individuals included were 
consistent in participating in meetings, journaling, and continuing phone 
communications.
In case a participant transferred to another location during the study, with the consent 
of the participemt, the study continued via emails and phone conversations. Human 
subject protocols were arranged through UNLV. The study continued for three months 
with possible extensions if deemed appropriate. Three months deemed feasible due to the
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fact that it was almost equivalent to one semester. If any longer, the researcher felt that it 
would have become a burden for the participants. Also the researcher deemed it a 
sufficient amount of time to see possible changes. Following is a list of participants for 
the study.
TABLE 3.1 - List of Participants
Name
Age
Length of Stay 
in U.S. (at the 
time o f research)
Program Previous
Degrees
Plan After 
Graduating
YO 21
Approximately 4 
years
BA Hospitality major High school Return to Japan to 
work in a hospitality 
industry
YU 26 6 months
Community College 
Hospitality major
Bachelor’s
Degree
Return to Japan to 
work in a hospitality 
industry
M 34 Approximately 2 
years
BA Hospitality major Bachelor’s
Degree
Obtain job and stay 
in the US
N 34 Approximately 2 
years
English Language 
School &
Nursing School
Bachelor’s
Degree
Obtain job and stay 
in the US
3.8. Data Collection
The study was conducted in two phases. The first phase was largely spent on trust 
building and developing an understanding between participants and the researcher. This 
phase focused on face-to-face conversations. The second phase consisted of individual 
conversations, self-reflective journals and emails to further enhance the understanding 
and deepen trust between the participant and the researcher. Conversations in both
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phases were conducted in Japanese to ensure the accuracy of understanding the 
participants. However, journals and emails were written in either Japanese or English 
depending on the participants’ preference.
The participants and the researcher met individually and also communicated by 
journals and emails to create a sense of culture. The meetings were mainly held at coffee 
shops, at the participants’ home, or the researcher’s home.
Through reference to the pilot study, the following data collection procedures 
were deemed effective:
Primary data collection methods were:
1. interviews -informal, open-ended, individual (in Japanese)
2. observation -  general observation, take descriptive field notes (in 
English), observer participant
3. Writing -  emails (Japanese and/or English), typed journals attached to 
emails (Japanese), and personal websites (Japanese and/or English)
4. Researcher’s self-reflective journal of participants’ journals and 
interviews.
During interviews, several secondary methods to collect data were implemented. 
Tape recording was particularly valuable for discovery and validation. Tape recording 
ensured that everything said was preserved for analysis (Merriam, 1998). Transcribing of 
the interviews was done only for those points thought significant in relation to explore the 
research questions.
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The interviews were conducted individually either face-to-face or by phone. The 
study did not implement group interviews. The questions for interviews were informal, 
open-ended and semi- structured. Questions to avoid were multiple questions, leading 
questions and yes-or-no questions (Merriam, 1998). During interviews and discussions, 
the researcher participated as an observer -participant since the focus was to listen and 
hear the factual meaning of the words that were uttered by the participants. There were 
times when taking descriptive a field note was necessary, especially when the researcher 
needed to remember the exact quote from the participants. The notes also helped the 
researcher to reflect the contents of the interviews when listening to the tape recording 
afterwards.
Table 3.2 illustrates the number of interactions with each of the participants 
during the data collection. Interactions differed due to the participants’ school and work 
schedules. Some participants met in person while others relied heavily on other means 
such as emails and telephone conversations. However, the differences in the system of 
communication did not affect the quality and the amount of information acquired. All 
unclear comments were questioned and then clearly explained by the participant to the 
researcher to avoid misunderstandings.
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TABLE 3.2 -  Data Collection: Interactions
N am e In terv iew s in 
person
Jo u rn a l E n tries Em ails P hone in terv iew s
YO 6 times 
(in Japanese)
Total: 31 entries 
( all in Japanese)
5 tim es 
(in English)
N one
YU 3 times 
(in Japanese)
Total: 8 entries 
2 -  English 
6- Japanese
6 tim es 
(in English)
4 tim es 
(in Japanese)
M 3 times 
(in Japanese)
Total: 22 entries 
(all in Japanese)
2 times 
(in English)
3 tim es
N 5 times 
(in Japanese)
Total: 23 entries 
2 -  Japanese 
21 -  English
2 times 
(in English)
A pproxim ately 20 
tim es 
(in Japanese)
Interviews were held three to six times depending on the participants’ schedule 
and availability. These interviews lasted from minimum of an hour and continued until 
the participant had no more stories to share for that day. Both the researcher and the 
participants felt more comfortable communicating in Japanese during interviews. 
Furthermore, communication in Japanese assured the accuracy of the information and 
understanding of the content of the interview. The researcher often felt the immense 
advantage of interconnecting in Japanese with the participants especially when they 
shared their personal information. The researcher also felt that if English was the only 
means of communication, this valuable information might not have been revealed 
precisely the way it was. One-on-one interviews deemed the most vital aspect of the data 
collection process. During these interviews was when the researcher and the participant 
devoted a good amount of time to understanding the experiences of her American life.
Initially, journal entries were written in English or Japanese, depending on the 
participant’s preference. Thereafter, as journal entries progressed, most of the participants
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chose to correspondence in Japanese, leading to the conclusion that the contents were 
becoming too intricate and intimate to express in English. There were no page 
restrictions on the journal entries to ensure thoughts and ideas were freely communicated. 
Emails were written in English as the researcher did not have access to Japanese 
software. For this reason, email communications were not utilized as frequently as other 
tools.
There were no telephone communications with YO since she preferred face-to- 
face communication and ensured that she made herself available. Telephone 
communication with N was much more frequent than with the others since she had 
moved to a neighboring state during the data collection. Many intricate conversations 
were held during these numerous phone calls.
Timelines indicate the progress of the data collection. Creating a timeline allowed 
the researcher with the opportunity to understand the progress and changes in the 
participants’ lives. All timelines show how the individual’s focus in American life 
changed over time. These charts indicate that the international students’ lives changed in 
a short period of time.
3.8.1. Journals
One of the main reasons for choosing journals to explore the four participants, 
stem in the observation made by Baron and Hamilton (1998, p.241)) which powerfully 
explains why self-expression is significant in the construction of an identity. They 
argued that “People’s interest in documenting their lives very often extended beyond their 
own life, and was part of a process of situating themselves within the wider context of
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family, cultural group, nation and even world history. In the case of minority cultural 
groups, or those who have been displaced, this can create a sense of identity.”
For this reason, the participants were asked to keep ajournai. In the field of SLA 
research, a number of researchers have made use of diary studies to explore the process 
of second language learning. However, with the exception of Yu (1990), such studies 
were introspective accounts of the learning of a foreign language (Norton, 2000). For the 
purpose of this study, the data collection from the journal was based on Norton’s (2000) 
approach: what participants thought, felt and did, in response to different language 
learning situations and different encounters with speakers of the target language, and 
what happened when they spoke English was asked to be recorded. This criterion helped 
the data collection to focus on the three central questions for this study. All journals were 
exchanged electronically and the researcher responded through the same medium.
Although utilizing computers as a way of communication with the participants 
was not employed in Norton’s research, modem technology provided various changes in 
the style of keeping journals. The journals varied in length but the content revealed the 
deep thoughts that occurred daily as they experienced life in the United States. Along 
with interviews, journal writing required a great deal of opeimess and tmst between 
participant and researcher. All writings were considered as collaborative data because the 
researcher shared thoughts and ideas and reflected on the writings from the participants.
The researcher and the participants met when appropriate to share thoughts and 
ideas that were represented in the writings. All participants were committed to the study 
and spent many long hours thinking and responding to the questions that were asked.
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Telephone conversations and one-on-one meetings regarding the writing were also held. 
During the course of the study, the researcher kept a self-reflective journal of analysis of 
journals, interviews, and discussions to enhance the data for the study. By means of the 
above data collection methods, the researcher explored in depth the three research 
questions that were proposed.
3.8.1.1 Journal Case YO 
YO had a personal website where she shared thoughts and ideas with her friends. 
To access the website, the researcher was assigned a password to sign in. The website 
was an account designated for her where a large number of her friends could respond to 
her writings instantly. The website was accessible only by invitation from the account 
holder. YO’s website was in Japanese. She wrote in a diary format where she wrote 
mainly about her feelings, encounters with people, and school life. She wrote several 
times a week on the website, therefore, she had the most amount of journal entry amongst 
the participants. The content was often personal and was articulate so the readers were 
able to feel her emotions as if the readers had actually experienced it with her. The 
friends that responded to her were from her home town and high school in Japan, and 
classmates from the schools she attended in the United States. The entry was usually half 
a page to a full page in length. YO preferred meeting in person opposed to telephone 
conversation. The meetings were held at coffee shops and lasted from two to four hours 
respectively. Since YO did not own a car, the researcher picked her up and dropped her 
off. Phone calls with YO were limited to reconfirmation of meetings or to reschedule due
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to an emergency. If meetings were not scheduled, emails were exchanged to clarify 
comments YO wrote on the website. YO responded promptly to the emails.
3.8.1.2. Journal Case YU
YU began writing her journals in English, however, after two entries, she shifted 
to writing in Japanese. YU did not have the same consistency in journal writing as did 
other three participants. Therefore, the researcher relied on telephone conversations and 
one-on-one interviews for data collection. However, YU was quick to respond to emails, 
so as seen in the chart, had the highest number of email interactions. Meetings were held 
at coffee shops and lasted for about two hours respectively. Conversations during 
meetings were tape recorded and then transcribed. Phone interviews lasted from thirty 
minutes to an hour. Phone interviews were not tape recorded. However, the researcher 
took notes during the conversation. During phone interviews, YU was interrupted several 
times by the host family she was living with. This usually resulted in having to cut the 
conversation short, therefore, the notes helped to trace back the thoughts and ideas of YU 
which were then emailed to her to reconfirm them.
3.8.1.3. Journal Case M
M’s schedule made it difficult to meet in person than with the other participants. 
M felt more comfortable talking of her thoughts and feelings in a private setting than at 
coffee shops so the researcher often suggested meeting at her home. The meetings lasted 
for two to four hours and were tape recorded. M was consistent in writing her journals. 
Her journals were all written in Japanese. They were submitted every two weeks; each 
entry was usually several paragraphs long. Emails and phone calls were used to clarify
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the comments in the journals. M was not very prompt in responding to emails but always 
returned phone calls in an appropriate maimer. Phone calls lasted from ten minutes to an 
hour.
3.8.1.4. Journal Case N 
N also had a personal website as YO did. The difference between the two 
participants was that this website was to introduce her experience in the United States to 
women living in Japan. The audience was the general public not personal acquaintances. 
The content of her entries often compared the two cultures with episodes that she deemed 
appropriate to promote the understanding of the American culture. This website did not 
have interaction with the readers as YO’s did. N intentionally submitted two journals 
written in Japanese to the researcher to see if the content she was writing was what the 
research intended. After the first two Japanese entries, N began to write in English to 
improve her writing skills. Before the journals were posted, the participant asked the 
researcher to check her writing for grammar and content. N submitted her journal in a 
consistent manner. After the two entries, all her entries were in English and about a page 
long in length. The meetings at N ’s house were often interrupted by the two year old 
child she was nanny for, so tape recording the conversation became a valuable tool to 
remind us where we had left off. Emails and phone calls were used to clarify the 
conversations and entries. N responded promptly to all emails and phone calls. During 
this period, phone calls lasted from twenty minutes to an hour.
The volume of phone interviews was much higher than other participants since N 
moved to a neighboring state to pursue a nursing degree during the data collection. After
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N had moved, phone calls lasted about an hour on average. The conversations were not 
recorded but the researcher took notes and clarified comments by emails and additional 
phone calls.
3.9 Treatment of Data
Data for each participant was subject to the following:
1. Transcription of relevant data
2. Domain analysis
3. Taxonomy analysis
4. Event maps and/or timelines
5. Within-case analysis and cross-case analysis
6. Language of treatment - Transcriptions of relevant data in the interviews 
was translated from Japanese into English.
7. Journal entries in English were used directly in the research without any 
corrections
A separate file was organized for each participant. The files consisted of 
individual information form, journal entries, print out of email communications, and 
transcripts of interviews.
After transcribing relevant data, cultural domains and taxonomic analyses were 
drawn to organize transcriptions on the basis of single semantic relationships. Cultural 
domains showed categories of cultural meaning that appeared from transcriptions. 
Taxonomies were developed to show the relationship among the domains inside the 
cultural domain (Spadely, 1980). Interview transcriptions were built into cultural domains
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and taxonomies to further understand the meaning of what was uttered by the 
interviewee. The use of time lines assisted the researcher in understanding the “big 
picture” of what happened and when. This information was also significant to understand 
the participants’ life history and to enhance the understanding why the participant thought 
and felt in a certain way. Creating timeline supported Marshall and Rossman’s (1999) 
argument and helped to understand the participant from their own explanation of events. 
A researcher needs to allow time and be sensitive to the need for time to pass, flexible, 
and patience, because confidence and trust emerge over time through complex 
interactions (Marshall & Rossman, 1999),
Several tables were developed to visualize the findings from the data. First, tables 
were developed to organize general analysis for data treatment such as event maps and/or 
timelines, within-case analysis, and cross-case analysis for each participant (Table 3.3). A 
second group of tables were created to examine the themes that appeared from the 
interviews by participants (Table 3.4). The third group of tables was created to analyze 
timelines for each participant to showcase the changes in the changes of individual’s 
social identity (Table 3.5). Next, tables were drawn to explore the within-case analysis 
and cross-case analysis (Table 3.6). Lastly, a table illustrated themes of all the 
participants and common themes that appeared (Table 3.7).
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TABLE 3.3 -  Example of General Analysis
Case
CASE YO C A SENAnalysis CASE YU CA SEM
Domain Analysis
Taxonomy Analysis
Within Analysis
Cross Analysis
TABLE 3.4 -  Example of Analysis by Timeline
Case YU 2006
June
July
August
TABLE 3.5 -Example of Within-Case Analysis (Case M)
Marriage
Relationship
Job Learning English Living in the US
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TABLES.6 - Example of Cross-Case Analysis
Case YO YU
Theme
Learning English
Living in US
Job
TABLE 3.7- Example of Significant Themes by Case
Analysis Theme 1 Theme 2 Theme 3 Theme 4 Theme 5
Case YO
Case YU
Case M
Case N
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
4.1 Introduction
This chapter will introduce findings for the data collection. The chapter will be 
divided into two sections. The first section will illustrate the findings in tabular form to 
help visualize the findings of the data. These data will be presented based on the methods 
outlined in Chapter 3. Findings from domain and taxonomy analyses are charted into the 
timelines, within-case analysis and cross-case analysis tables.
In the first section, tables indicating timelines are presented and then followed by 
tables with descriptions of the themes that emerged from the within-case analyses. These 
tables will be followed by stories of each theme that emerged from the within-case 
analysis as told by the participants. Next, cross-case findings will be displayed in two 
separate tables. The first table will combine the themes that emerged from the within- 
case analysis showing differences and similarities of each participant’s thoughts. The 
second table will exhibit the two common themes that emerged from the cross-case 
analysis.
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The second section will introduce the findings that relate to the three research 
questions that have been proposed. Those questions being;
1) What are some of the effects of adaptation to US culture on the identity 
transformation of female Japanese international students?
2) What elements of communicative competence might prove salient to female 
Japanese international students’ investment in language learning?
3) How do female Japanese international students position themselves in the 
imagined community of US culture?
These findings are illustrated in tables under each research question separated by 
cases.
4.2 Within-case Findings 
In a multiple case study, there are two stages of analysis -  the within-case 
analysis and the cross-case analysis (Merriam, 1998, p. 194). For the within-case 
analysis, each case was first treated as a comprehensive case in-and-of-itself. Once the 
analysis of each case was completed, cross-case analysis was conducted. Yin (1994, 
p.l 12) noted that the purpose of this stage is to “build a general explanation that fits each 
of the individual cases, even though the cases varied in their details.” Consistent 
therewith, the four cases were first compared within independently, thereafter, they were 
charted into one chart that illustrated the themes that appeared through the analyses.
Within-case findings were conducted by drawing domain, analysis, taxonomy 
analysis, and timelines to consider what themes emerged from the data. Topics that were 
mentioned most frequently during interviews, journals, email, and phone conversations
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were regarded as the themes of focus in the within-case study. Each case was presented 
with a table of the themes that surfaced from data collection, introduction of the timeline, 
and a discussion of the themes of the table.
Case YO
TABLE 4.2.1. - Timeline
YO 2003 2004 2005 2006
May
Continued to 
study in 
Hawaii
Graduated 
from Hawaii
Arrived in 
mainland to  
continue 
study
Began classes
Continued to take classes
June June
Em ails/joum als/interview s
began
C ontent focused on school, 
new living environm ent, 
living in the US___________
August
Arrived
in
Hawaii
Began to 
Attend 
Classes 
in
Hawaii
December
W rote m ainly on w hat to 
expect after she returned to 
Japan
Finished taking all classes
Returned to Japan to 
com plete internship and 
seek em ploym ent in 
hospitality industry
Continued to write on her 
life in Japan
Few er writing 
correspondence but still 
w rote 3-4 tim es a month
Content on jo b  search, 
Japan, culture, and 
relationship with colleagues
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Case YO
TABLE 4.2. La. - Themes
P ersonality Veil L ea rn in g L iving in  the W ritin g  in Ja p a n e se
E nglish U.S. Ja p a n e se F rie n d s
-Shy; -Veil, Helps to  live Stressful Stress reliever H elps to calm
obstacle to mask, and in US anxiety
learn sh e ll- Experience An im portant
English and invisible A tool to that provides thinking tool Shares
to meet new from the express self tim e to explore dream s and
friends; outside in US self and grow Provides life goals
-W ant to -Shyness opportunity to
change but developed A reward Helps to organize mind A  few  close
difficult “veil” and obtained search for life and ideas Japanese
-Accurate, “m ask” that through goal friends; but
focused is both living in US; An im portant no A m erican
personality; beneficial but difficult Significant com m unication friends
helps to be and to fully experience to tool since can ’t
objective in disad vanta acquire; learn other convey A source for
many ge to  live in reason why cultures (not thoughts fully seeing the
aspects US friendship only speaking either w orld in a
-Stubborn; -Veil helps with American) in Japanese or different
Provides to A m ericans is in English perspective
capability to com munica hard to find Provides
analyze self; te easier in experience/tim
on the English - English e to determ ine
contrary an invisible requires to be how to utilize
unable to line expressed college major
adjust between 100% ; no in the future
smoothly US and room to “read
into new Japan between the Provides
environm ent -Mask lines” - opportunity to
s because o f helps to provides develop
set ideas hide opportunity positive self-
-W ish to shyness to learn identity
become out­ from difference
going Americans between Provides
-W ish to be -An Japanese and opportunity to
able to better American English think about life
express se lf referred language back in Japan
verbally veil and (not always
-W ish to mask as a Envy o f positive)
change from shell -  felt acquaintances
shy to uneasy for in Japan
assertive; him to
find it realize that
difficult to they were
do so being used 
to hide 
from reality
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4.2.1 YO’s Story
YO arrived in Hawaii in August of 2003 immediately after graduating from high 
school in Japan. She attended a community college that targeted exclusively Japanese 
students. After obtaining her associates degree in May 2005, she chose hospitality 
management as her major and moved to the mainland. She started to take classes on the 
mainland in May 2005. Emails, journals, interviews began in early June 2006 and 
continued for approximately three months. In December 2006, she returned to Japan to 
complete her internship.
Personalitv and “Veil”
Throughout the data collection, YO used the two words “veil” and “mask” to 
explain how she dealt with Americans and American culture. The veil represented the 
frustration and dissatisfaction she felt toward the host culture which she felt did not 
provide her with full access in order to acquire English as she desired. By wearing the 
veil she was able to justify her complaints toward American life. It also made it easier to 
blame the American society than to confront the reality that she lived in. YO wrote, “The 
veil was created while I was away from American people and real American life by 
sticking with Japanese friends. And when I noticed the veil, it was too late.” The second 
veil which she referred to as a mask seemed to be more of a wall. YO wrote, “mask 
represents “language,” that helps me express myself better. Do you remember that I told 
you I can be more positive when I speak English than when I speak Japanese? That is 
because of the second veil. By putting a thing like a mask on myself, I feel like no one 
cares about who I am, and therefore, I can be myself (June 29, 2006).”
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YO created two kinds of veils that greatly affected her understanding of American 
culture and learning English. These veils were created naturally and she did not notice the 
phenomenon until later when she was able to observe herself more objectively. Because 
of this veil, she felt she failed to grasp the opportunities to make American friends. She 
also felt that her shy personality played the role of a veil and had an impact on her lack of 
English acquisition. It was not her intention to create the veil; it was created naturally 
because she had no contact with Americans and the American culture. When she realized 
she had created this wall- like- veil, it was too late to let it down. YO reflected that she 
did not have the chance and lacked the courage to break down the veil and let in the 
outside world. Second, the “mask- like” veil that pertained to the use of English allowed 
her to be the person she really was. She elaborated on this statement by indicating the fact 
that the Japanese language requires excessive humbleness, hiding the real meaning 
between words for the listener to interpret whereas when speaking English, she felt that 
she could speak straight from her heart without hiding what truly needed to be said.
When YO put on her mask, she was capable of freeing herself from worrying about what 
others thought of her. This veil was very personal so when a professor pointed out in 
class that her “shell”, her veil, was an obstacle that kept her from becoming a true leader, 
YO felt offended. “The veil gave me a comfort zone. It was a refuge from the outside 
world. But the professor violated me by exposing it to the whole class. It was humiliating 
rather than being hurt (June 18, 2006).” She believed that the veil was an extremely 
important part of her identity to appropriately position herself in the American culture.
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Learning English
YO wrote, “The most regret is that my English didn’t improve as much as I 
planned. Also, living condition was different. I didn’t have the opportunity to talk with 
Americans as much as I thought. When I see Japanese who speak fluent than me, it 
makes me feel that I haven’t improved at all. I know speaking English is all about 
attitude. If I spoke with more confidence, I know it would sound better (June 25, 2006).” 
She realized that at her workplace, many of her colleagues wondered if she spoke any 
English or not. This, according to YO, occurred since she was very uncomfortable in 
speaking English and for that reason was reluctant to have communication with them. 
However, when she decided that making mistakes was fine and having an accent was 
nothing to be embarrassed about, her colleagues began to talk with her. She had begun to 
feel comfortable about participating and investing in the language learning process.
However, she mentioned that there was a professor that taught one of her classes 
at the university who repeatedly corrected international students’ pronunciation which 
made her extremely uncomfortable. YO also had been corrected several times during 
class. She felt that this professor didn’t make the effort to listen to a student and made her 
feel as if she should “not talk at all.” She felt very offended by this incident. This again 
left her feeling scared that anyone could offend her easily by correcting her accent and 
mistakes.
In spite of this incident, YO strongly felt that she wanted to have contact with 
native speakers of English. However, she observed that whenever arranging a study 
group, the groups were often structured by race. Therefore, international students were
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often forced to group amongst themselves. She felt that American students did not want 
the burden to study with international students who did not speak English well. In YO’s 
case, the social structure of a classroom powerfully manipulated her desire to invest in 
learning and speaking English.
Living in the United States
YO felt that some international students were excited about living in the United 
States and comfortably able to assimilate into the new culture. YO did not feel the same 
way. She expressed her concerns about her inability to make American fi'iends in spite of 
her efforts. Although she had strong desires to adapt to the American culture, she was 
not provided with ample opportunities to access the host culture. YO said, “I should’ve 
grabbed the opportunities that came around to make friends. I don’t mind being alone so I 
missed a lot of opportunities to make American friends. I think my shy personality seem 
to have had a toll on my language learning experience.” YO’s attempt to participate in a 
community might have been more assertive if stronger sense of “shared practices” existed 
in both parties. However, YO did not criticize the Americans fully for not showing 
interest in becoming her friends. YO reflected of her attitude towards foreigners when she 
lived in Japan. She noted that she wasn’t accommodating with foreigners in Japan; she 
didn’t know what to expect of them so never made an attempt to make contacts. She felt 
that Americans must be feeling the same way towards her.
Writing in Japanese
YO mentioned that she preferred to talk to people in person. She preferred not to 
talk on the phone since she became nervous when she didn’t see the other person’s face.
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Furthermore, she felt that she was unable to “pick up the feelings of the person.” She 
continued to say that phone calls intruded into a person’s privacy as it did in to hers. 
When meeting with someone, she could schedule and be prepared to visit with them 
while a phone call could happen anytime, even when she was unhappy or sad. She didn’t 
like to talk when she was in such a situation. YO mentioned that “Voice expresses only a 
part of a person’s intention. Therefore, talking on the phone is ‘an incomplete’ way of 
getting in touch with a person, as I do not actually see the face. I am not really good at 
expressing myself. So, it is so much easier to actually see the face and talk, as I can often 
see what others feel by looking at face.”
YO mentioned that writing was self-talk. It doesn’t involve others to converse, 
but provided her with self-reflection to deepen the understanding of who she was, 
systematize her feelings and emotions, and most importantly, to organize her thoughts 
and ideas that she came upon as she lived in the United States. She wrote, “Writing is 
totally different ft-om face-to-face or phone conversation. It does not involve others; it is 
all about my own work. I look at myself and talk to myself. By putting in writing, I can 
see who I am, what kind of person I am, and what feelings I have. By writing, I can 
organize my thoughts. Writing is conversation with myself.”
Japanese Friends
YO wrote on the importance of fi’iends. “Whenever I feel blue, my friends have 
helped me to get back on my feet. One of my friends is a very positive person. Her 
attitude has helped me to cope with language, academics, and other personal issues.”
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She communicated with her friends through “Mixi.” Mixi was a Japanese internet 
site that is referred to as a social network site. Friends can participate only by invitation 
by YO, the initial member. She wrote almost everyday in Japanese and many of her 
friends, who lived in the U.S. and Japan, responded instantly in the comment box. YO 
wrote about school, her job, Japan, friends, family, and other personal issues. Her 
friends’ responses were always friendly and supportive. The researcher was also invited 
to participate in the conversations. The researcher frequently wrote responses to YO’s 
writing.
Tables 4.2.l.b. through 4.2.l.d illustrates the findings that pertains to explore the 
three research questions.
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Case YO
TABLE 4.2.1b - Question Number 1
Q uestion
C ase N am e
W h a t a r e  some of the  effects o f a d a p ta tio n  to  U.S. 
cu ltu re  on the iden tity  tra n s fo rm a tio n ?
1. Feeling o f  non-adaptation strengthens, desire 
to  go back to Japan -  “uncom fortable in 
Am erican culture”
2. Feeling o f  non-adaptation results in creating a
C ase YO “veil”
3. “Veil” helped to be positive and assertive -  
hid behind it
4. Realized importance to speak the way 
Americans do -c lear, to the point, not reading 
between lines
5. Personality needs to  become outgoing -  would 
help to make American friends, im prove 
English
6. Began to wonder if  staying in the U.S. for one 
more year would help to get a better 
experience in her field -g o in g  back to  Japan 
provided her a reality check
7. Concerned being A m ericanized and would
stand out after returning to
Japan -  conflicted with sense o f  not
C ase YO adapting well to U.S. culture
8. Speaking English assists to be accepted by 
Americans
9. Feeling accepted by A m ericans 
brings a sense o f  belonging to  the
community
YO felt that one of the main reasons she did not feel comfortable in the U.S. was 
because American culture values assertiveness. She felt that her shy personality was not a 
match for such a culture. However, she made efforts to become an outgoing person since 
she felt that if she were to be sociable, she can make American friends and improve her 
English. She unconsciously created a veil and a mask that helped her to be more positive
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and assertive in the American society. YO also understood that she needed to speak the 
way Americans did. Therefore, she learned to speak clearly, to the point, and to stop 
reading between the lines of what was being said. Since YO knew she would be returning 
to Japan after graduation, she did not feel that adaptation to U.S. culture was necessary. 
However, YO felt she had adopted enough American habits so that they might interfere 
in adapting back to Japanese society. She was also concerned how Japanese in general 
would accept her returning as an international student.
Although adaptation to U.S. culture was not important for YO, she sought 
acceptance by Americans and looked for a sense of belonging in the community she 
participated in.
Case YO
TABLE 4.2.1 .c. Question Number 2
Q uestion
C ase Nam e
W h a t elem ents o f  com m un icative  com petence 
m igh t p rove sa lien t to  fem ale Ja p a n e se  
in te rn a tio n a l s tu d e n ts’ in v estm en t in  language 
lea rn in g ?
C ase YO
1. Slow progress learning English
2. English is a tool to express se lf  in U.S.
3. Learning English w as an exploration o f  
self-esteem and self-identity
4. Speaking English assists to be accepted by 
Americans
5. Feeling accepted by A m ericans 
brings a sense o f  belonging to the 
com m unity
YO invested in learning language since she viewed the experience as a positive 
one. English was a tool to communicate with others and it helped her establish self-
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esteem and self-identity. She also felt that speaking English allowed her to be accepted 
by Americans. If she were to be accepted by Americans as an English speaker, it would 
bring a sense of belonging to the community. YO’s investment can also be seen in her 
language learning in academics. She excelled in academics, indicating that her classroom 
English was competent as with American students.
Case YO
TABLE 4.2.1 .d. Question Number 3
'— Ques t i on 
C ase N am e
How  do  p a rtic ip a n ts  position  them selves in the  
im ag ined  com m unity  o f  US cu ltu re?
C ase  YO
1. N ot com fortable living in the U.S.
2. Felt that she would never be part o f  the 
com m unity
3. D idn’t feel enough acceptance or 
belongingness
4. Observed U.S. objectively behind the “veil”
5. Stronger sense o f  “ im agined com m unity” 
tow ards Japan
YO knew immediately that she was not comfortable living within the American 
culture. She knew that her shy personality would not fit into the assertive American 
culture and therefore, that she would not develop a sense of belonging to the American 
community. She also felt that her English proficiency was not good enough to be 
accepted by the Americans and the American culture. She identified her membership to 
the imagined community of Japan rather than to that of the imagined community of U.S.
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Case YU
TABLE 4.3.1. -  Timeline
YU 2006
J a n u a ry
A rrived in US
Began ESL classes at 
com m unity college
M ay
Began to take some 
m ainstream  classes
Ju n e
Em ails/joum als/interview s
began
Content mainly on classes, 
English learning, and 
living in US
Focuses on her experience 
to understand new 
environm ent
Ju ly
Content switched to 
com parison o f  strictly on 
Japan and US cultures
Wrote:
“ Japan is a wonderful 
country”
A ugust
Continues to  discuss 
com parison/contrast o f 
Japan and US cultures
M ore interviews than 
w riting correspondence
Said:
“ I am ready to  be married 
and stay at home. I w ant 
to take cooking and 
sewing lessons”
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Case YU
TABLE 4.3.1 .a.- Themes
L iv ing  in th e  US L e a rn in g  English Jo b  in Ja p a n F am ily
Learning A struggle W orking in Japan Support for all
experience had pressure aspects in life
D ifficult both
Realizes that academ ically and in D idn’t enjoy Influence to  become
Americans d o n ’t everyday life working in Japan interested in other
necessary have cultures
interest in other Provides experience Hope to utilize one
countries in learning about a year internship O lder family
different culture program to learn m em bers put
Classmates don’t about w orkforce in pressure to  be
have interest to Realizes that proper US married
learn o f  other pronunciations.
cultures, gram m ar are Hope to obtain job
languages, etc. challenging in Japan which will
provide opportunity
Provides U nless fluent in to come back to
opportunity to English, doesn’t work in US -  thinks
learn live English believe in equal hospitality jo b  will
versus “book” relationship between be efficient
English se lf and others
Asserts purpose o f Verbal expression is
life and serves as important; must be
reminder o f  w hat able to  express
she wanted to  do 100% ;no reading
with life between lines as in
Japan
Provides
opportunity to
embrace,
appreciate hum ble
character o f
Japanese culture
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4.2.2 YU’S Story
YU arrived in the U.S. in January 2006 to study at the community college. She 
immediately began to take ESL classes. In May 2006, she began to take some 
mainstream classes. Interview and journal communications began in June 2006 and 
ended in August 2006. In July, the content of her writing shifted drastically to comparing 
Japan and American culture from the perspective of school life. During the month of 
August, communication was conducted mainly by face-to-face interviews. During 
August, she expressed a remarkable change in her future plans; instead of pursuing à job 
in Japan as she had previously indicated, she mentioned that “I am ready to be married 
and stay at home.”
Living in the United States
YU’s desire to return to Japan was the foundation of her values here in the United 
States. She was very much connected with Japan and viewed the experiences in the 
United States as one of many important experiences in life. Her experience in the United 
States was not to escape from the reality of Japan but to enrich her life. Here, YU 
definitely held a positive imagined community toward the United States. The U.S. was a 
land where her “life experience” would become full. However, as her stay became 
longer, she had begun to question the existence of the imagined community. Her views of 
U.S. culture were compared negatively to the Japanese culture that she had come to 
appreciate. At this time, the “imagined community” that she had towards U.S. had shifted 
to Japan. At the same time, she was beginning to doubt whether her experience in the 
United States would help obtaining a job in Japan.
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YU wondered why other foreign students besides Asians spoke up in class when 
typically the content of their comment did not have substance. It seemed to her that 
because they talked, people had to listen to them. She did not express herself in class nor 
did other Japanese students. She felt that she needed to have substance, a focus, in what 
she spoke so if she did not have an opinion on the topic she preferred not to speak. She 
also said that “self-expression has to be carefully done. If not, it will become 
overwhelming to the listener. Then it becomes selfishness.” However, she noticed that 
those who talked often improved their English faster than those who did not.
YU had difficulty finding American friends who were native English speakers. 
However, her writings and interviews mentioned limited attempts to make contact with 
her classmates or those who might have the potential to be her “American” friends.
During the last meeting, YU mentioned that she was “ready to be married, stay 
home, and take cooking and sewing lessons” when she returned to Japan. This 
contradicted her interviews and writings in which she had consistently mentioned her 
acute interest in taking a job after her return to Japan. Especially, early on, she had 
emphasized that her reason to come to the U.S. was to study English because it would 
result in a desirable job in Japan.
Learning English
YU liked the composition class she was taking at the community college. The 
class was very different from ESL classes in that the topics were more difficult. The 
class didn’t require following specific formats that ESL classes required making ESL 
classes less enjoyable. She said, “Writing really shows how much a person understands
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the language. I want to learn how to write well and in plain English.” YU also felt 
comfortable with the instructor, who was ESL licensed, since she showed interest in her 
and her background.
YU was very concerned about her accent and worked hard to leam proper 
pronunciations. She borrowed pronunciation CDs, but was not convinced that it had 
helped her. YU’s boyfriend often corrected her pronunciation but she refused to listen. 
She said, “ I don’t mind being corrected. But I don’t want to be corrected by a Japanese.” 
YU felt that one must understand the culture to acquire a language. She therefore, 
decided to live with a host family so she could experience “real American life.” YU did 
not feel there was a language barrier between her and her host family, but strongly felt 
the host family lacked interest in her. YU made efforts to ask questions about American 
culture but realized that they did not have interest in the topic. This had greatly 
disappointed YU. YU noticed her host family “shuts down” when they don’t understand 
her English instead of asking her for clarification. However, she recognized this as one of 
the many faces of American culture and utilized it to study English.
During her early days in the United States, YU watched TV shows which she 
deemed very useful to leam everyday conversation. She watched comedic movies often 
since they were easier to understand because they visually enabled her to put “one and 
one together.” However, she mentioned in an interview that “the show ‘Sex in the City’ is 
different. They use words and gestures that I can’t understand at all. The words aren’t in 
the dictionary. I guess the words and gestures are cultural and difficult to understand if 
you aren’t in the situation. I understand most of the things that professors say in class. I
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wonder why I don’t understand people in general. I guess it’s because I don’t have the 
background. At the supermarket, there are times when I don’t understand what the 
cashier is saying to me. But I don’t panic anymore. I listen until I understand.” In 
general, YU’s experiences in the U.S. had a positive impact on her investment in learning 
English.
Job in Japan
YU had worked in Japan for three years before coming to the United States. She 
felt that her assistant position in the sales department was not a career to pursue, 
therefore, her desire to study English in the United States strengthened as years went by. 
YU mentioned that her former colleagues are still complaining about the same issues that 
existed when she was working. YU was sometimes unsure if her decision was right, 
however, the reality that her former colleagues lives had not changed much, confirmed 
that she had made progress in her life by making the move to the U.S.
At one point YU hoped to work for a cruise line after her return to Japan to utilize 
her English skills. However, interviews conducted later indicated that she had a different 
view of her job in Japan. She said, “ I don’t know what is the best for me. I know I’m 
now doing what I’ve always wanted to do; study English in the U.S. But I need to find 
out exactly what to do for a better future. It’s a realistic issue for me. As long as I am 
hired by another person, my opportunities will be limited.” She briefly mentioned about 
a job opportunity that she would explore with her boyfriend.
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Family
YU’s experience was different from Japanese women’s in general. Her family 
was very supportive of her coming to the United States. Her grandmother was the only 
person who did not fully support her decision and believed that “she should be looking 
for a husband instead of going to the U.S.” YU had always been interested in foreign 
countries and credited her mother for letting her watch foreign movies with her. She had 
experienced a home stay in New Zealand for three weeks while in junior high school. She 
had traveled with her family to Europe, and had also traveled overseas with friends while 
attending college. For her college graduation trip, she experienced another home stay in 
San Diego. She emphasized the importance of family support in many occasions. She 
communicated with her family often to share the experience living in the United States. 
Her commitment to maintaining a close relationship with Japan was consistent with the 
notion that she would return to Japan after she graduated.
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Case YU
TABLE 4.3. Lb. Question Number 1
Question
Case Name
What are some o f the effects o f adaptation to U.S. 
culture on the identity transformation?
Case YU
1. Surprised with A m ericans who have no 
interest in other cultures -  e.g. host 
family, classm ates -  began to critically 
observe and com pare/contrast Japan and 
U.S.
2. Sense o f  appreciation for Japan began to  
strengthen -  “I didn’t com e to this 
country to  flee Japan. It’s an experience.” 
“Japan is a w onderful country.”
3. Takes role o f an observer not a 
participant
YU felt the need to imderstand the American culture and made efforts to do so. 
However, she found that most Americans were not interested in other cultures, languages, 
and people. As YU began to adapt to the American culture, she began to critically 
observe and compare/contrast Japan and U.S. When she began to understand the culture 
of the American community she lived in, she became more attuned toward appreciation 
for Japan than to the host community. She became an observer of the American culture 
and did not make efforts to access the imagined community of U.S.
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Case YU
TABLE 4.3.1 .c. Question Number 2
^  Q uestion  
C ase N am e
W h a t elem ents o f  com m unicative com petence m igh t 
p ro v e  sa lien t to  fem ale Ja p an e se  in te rn a tio n a l s tu d e n ts ’ 
investm en t in language learn in g ?
C ase YU
1. Learning English provided experience in learning 
about a  different culture
2. English learned in Japan not 
practical in U.S.
3. Focused studying pronunciation, w riting, and 
gram m ar
4. Equal relationship exists only when 
fluent in English
YU showed communicative competency in her academics. In class, she wanted to 
focus in writing and grammar. She understood her professors and made communications 
with her classmates. However, she felt that she lacked everyday conversation skills. She 
realized that the English classes she took in Japan did not prepare her for practical use of 
English. She was also concerned about her accent. She felt that her accent was an 
obstacle to communicate with Americans and also in making American friends. YU felt 
that she would not date an American since equal relationships would not exist unless 
there is an equal verbal communicative competency on both sides.
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Case YU
TABLE 4.3.1.d. Question Number 3
Q uestion
C ase N am e
H ow  do p a rtic ip a n ts  position them selves in  the  
im agined  com m unity  of U.S. cu ltu re?
C ase YU
1. Excited to be in the U.S. at first but as tim e 
passed began to position herse lf as an outside 
observer
2. Japan and its culture was the foundation o f  her 
values to  view U.S.
3. Distanced herself from becom ing a true 
participant in U.S. life
4. A t first positive image o f  “ imagined 
community o f  U.S.” Changed to  look 
toward Japan as "im agined com m unity”
At first, YU was extremely excited to be in the U.S. However, as YU began to 
observe American culture, her imagined community of U.S. shifted to Japan. She 
emphasized many times in interviews and journals that Japan and its culture was the 
foundation of her values. She distanced herself from becoming a true participant in the 
host culture and became an observer by critically comparing the two cultures.
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Case M
TABLE 4.4.1. - Timeline
M 2004 2005 2006
M a rc h
Continued to take 
classes
Em ails/joum als/interview s
began
W rote m ainly on her jo b  in 
the US and fam ily
A p ril
Arrived in US Content o f  journals sw itched 
to mainly on relationships
M ay
Began classes Continued to take 
classes
W rote and talked about 
returning to Japan -  concerns 
about fam ily and jo b
J u n e
W riting com m unications 
stopped
Phone interviews becam e the 
main com m unication system
Concerns m ainly about jobs
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Case M
TABLE 4.4.1 .a -Themes
Jo b  in US 
an d  Ja p a n
R ela tionsh ips L ea rn in g
English
Living in US F am ily
Source o f Relationship in D ifficult process Overlaps with Significant
income U S - the slow learning mental support
uncom fortable Affects all process of
N ecessity in cultural/language aspects o f  life in English -  lack o f Think more
life differences make US -  job , self-confidence. about aging
it difficult to relationships self-esteem. parents and
Often not fun understand each change in values grandparent
to search for other Slow learning o f  life since less tim e
process affects to see them
M ultiple M eaning o f self-confidence. Lack o f  self-
challenges relationship self-esteem. confidence; want Feel im portant
different from values to go back to to have own
Requires Japan Japan family
fluency in Provides
English for a US relationships opportunity to be US society
“good” job  in not com m itted as m ore expressive doesn’t have age
US in Japan - than in Japanese limit for jobs -
difficult to opens up
W ant to  go understand Reflection o f opportunities or
back to  Japan goal and women than in
since no Inability to accom plishm ent Japan
appropriate establish for com ing to US
job relationship -
opportunities results in lack o f Provides
in US self-confidence opportunity to
and self-esteem consider purpose
But almost o f  life; should
impossible to People are not stay in US? Go
find jo b  in interested in back to Japan? -
Japan those who don’t if  in Japan, too
because o f speak English busy to think
age fluently about life
C an’t decide if
living in US is
m eaningful; is it
w orthwhile to
spend more tim e
here?
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4.2.3 M’s Story
M arrived in the U.S. in April 2004. She began taking classes in May 2004 and 
continued to do so throughout the data collection. Emails, journals, and interviews began 
in March 2006 and continued approximately until July 2006. In June 2006, M stopped 
writing journal entries and emails, therefore, phone interviews became the main 
communication system. In March 2006, M’s writing focused on her job in the U.S. and 
family in Japan. In April 2006, the content focused on relationships, in May 2006 she 
focused on her internal debate on whether she should return to Japan or not. However, in 
June and July 2006, her focus shifted back to jobs.
Jobs in U.S. and Japan
M worked as a social worker for almost ten years before she came to the United 
States. She had a stable and a promising career but wanted to expand her horizon by 
learning English and experiencing a different way of life from Japan. She felt that 
changing her environment would offer her a new path to explore. In Japan, age limits 
opportunities for a woman. In M’s mind, the U.S. was an imagined community with 
unrestricted possibilities to pursue a career. However, after her arrival in the U.S., she 
realized that she was unable to acquire a job that she truly sought. M felt that the only 
reason she was not able to secure a job was her lack of English proficiency. She felt that 
potential employers evaluated her English proficiency level as equivalent to her 
competency to work. Therefore, she was not being offered jobs that she was qualified for.
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When she first arrived, returning to Japan was not an option. She strongly felt that 
somehow she had to “make it” so she could live in the United States after she received 
her degree. But as the data collection progressed, her determination had depleted and she 
began to think of returning after she graduated. If she were to return to Japan, she was 
confident that she could find a challenging job that would stimulate her. Being employed 
was extremely important in the construction of M’s identity.
M spoke and wrote numerous comments about her job and the disappointments 
she experienced. One time she wrote, “When I first came to the U.S., there was no doubt 
in my mind that I was going to find a job and stay. But recently. I ’ve started to think 
about going back to Japan. In Japan, I could be a fun and an assertive person. I know I’m 
a capable and a competent professional too. When I think about how I can be in Japan, I 
want to go back.” (March 20, 2006) Another time she wrote, “A professor has referred 
me to work in a purchasing department at a casino. But I’m so worried about my English. 
How would I do in an interview with my English? I know this is a great opportunity to 
use the skill I learned in school. But I’m even scared to send out a resume (March 27, 
2006).” In spite of her worries, M was hired by the purchasing department at the casino. 
Relationships
M felt uncomfortable in relationships with American men because of language 
and cultural barriers. In addition, she mentioned the differences in the meaning of 
“dating” between the two cultures which made her more uncomfortable. She pointed out 
that in Japan, dating is clearly indicated and accepted between the two individuals. In the 
United States, she felt that Americans prefer to “hang out” and not clearly draw the line
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whether the two are dating or not. M had a difficult time accepting this concept and felt 
that many American men are afraid of commitments. M wrote, “I don’t know how to 
interpret this relationship with B. He says we’re just friends, but wants to see me more 
than what a friend would want to. In Japan, you are dating or you’re not. It’s so difficult 
to understand relationships in the U.S. Should I just continue the friendship with B?”
M’s friends in Japan were mostly married with a family. She viewed herself as 
“han-nin-mae” which roughly translates to “half-a-person” because she was not married. 
She felt that if she were in Japan, being single at her age would be a taboo. She 
continued to note that not only her family would resent her singleness, but the society 
would have more of a problem accepting this fact. M felt that since she had no family in 
the United States, she was free from the pressure she would otherwise be feeling. 
Learning English
M continued to excel in academics. This is proven in that her professor had 
referred her to a casino due to her outstanding performance in class. However, M 
constantly questioned her ability to speak in English. Although she had no problem with 
English at an academic level, she felt that her lack of daily English ability was holding 
her back in many aspects of life in the U.S. Her inability to find American friends, to 
obtain a desirable job, her lack of a chance to meet a significant other, and not being 
understood properly by English speakers was all blamed for her lack of proficiency in 
English. In spite of her agony, an effort to leam English was not clearly indicated in 
either in her writings or during the interviews. Comments were made about visiting with
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American friends, however, these situations were never presented as a “learning” 
experience of language, culture, or the people.
Living in the United States
At first, culture shock was pleasant since it was full of new discovery and 
excitement. On April 4, 2006, she wrote, “It’s been almost two years since I came to the 
U.S. It was so exciting and full of expectations toward my new life, and living in the U.S. 
At first, I couldn’t even place an order at McDonald’s. Everyday was full of new 
discoveries.” However, the shock gradually became overwhelming and tense since she 
had no place for output. She felt homesick and missed her family and friends 
tremendously. Learning English and living in the United States was beginning to 
become a burden to M and she began to look toward to her return to Japan. She 
continued to write, “I know two years in the U.S. won’t make much of a difference for 
me. I’m not especially talented nor am I a genius. I know that I am just a normal person.
I feel so pressured to succeed by coming to the U.S. At this point, I have no self- 
confidence.”
Familv
In spite of the fact that she didn’t feel obligated to live by the values of the 
Japanese culture, she felt guilty that she was not in Japan to help her family. Her ninety 
eight year old grandmother’s memory was slipping. M was very close with her 
grandmother since she was M’s caregiver as a young child. M was also concerned about 
the fact that her elderly parents were taking care of the grandmother. She felt that if she 
were in Japan, she would be able to assist them in their everyday lives and as a care giver.
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She wrote on May 2, 2006, “Even if  I were in Japan, I may not have been much help. But 
at least I can visit my parents and my grandmother. I am starting to wonder if  I made the 
right choice to come to the U.S. I didn’t think about my family when I made the decision 
to come to the U.S. I ’m an adult but I feel like I ’m living like an irresponsible teenager, 
just living the way I want. I feel ashamed. I want to go back to Japan, even for a short 
time.” M often mentioned that in Japan, at her age, it was her responsibility to take care 
of the family. M also felt troubled that during her absence, her nieces would forget her.
It was these moments when she felt pressured to make the experience living in the U.S. a 
success. Despite her initial grand dream to stay in the U.S., she was not sure what a 
successful American experience entailed. These uncertainties made her anxious and lose 
self-confidence.
Case M
TABLE 4.4.1b. Question Number 1
Q uestion
C ase N am e
W h a t a re  som e o f  the  effects o f  a d a p ta tio n  to  US cu ltu re  
on th e  iden tity  tra n sfo rm a tio n ?
C ase M
1. Loss o f  self-confidence, self-esteem , assertiveness 
-  lack o f  fluency in English resulted in no outlet to 
express oneself
2. Consistent questioning o f  oneself; asking if 
w orthw hile to stay in U.S.
3. “ If  I w ere in Japan, I can be assertive, outgoing, 
capable to find w ork and relationships”-  looks 
toward Japan as imagined com m unity
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At first, M wrote that she enjoyed the cultural shock she experienced daily. 
However, as time went by, M had lost self-confidence, self-esteem, and assertiveness. 
She felt that her lack of fluency in English did not allow her to have an outlet to express 
her self. She also explained that her lack of English skills had diminished all of the good 
characteristics that she had had in Japan. She consistently questioned if it was 
worthwhile to stay in the U.S. if she could not find a good purpose. Her imagined 
community of the U.S. had shifted to the imagined community of Japan.
Case M
TABLE 4.4. I.e. Question Number 2
Q uestion
C ase N am e
W h a t elem ents o f com m unicative com petence m ig h t prove 
sa lien t to  fem ale Ja p an e se  in te rn a tio n a l s tu d e n ts ’ 
investm en t in language lea rn in g ?
C ase M
1. English acquisition main goal o f  com ing to U.S.
2. Slow progress in learning English
3. Became anxious since couldn’t  express herse lf fully
4. Acquiring English equals obtaining a 
professional jo b  in U.S. Lack o f  fluency in 
English rem oved self-confidence, self­
esteem
M’s primary goal was to leam English. However, when she realized that the 
learning process could be a slow one, she became anxious. She was unhappy that she was 
not able to express herself fully. She also felt that her inability to be employed with a 
professional position in the U.S. was because of her lack of English fluency. This had 
resulted in losing self-confidence and self-esteem.
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Case M
TABLE 4.4.1 .d. Question Number 3
Question
Case Name
H ow  do p a rtic ip a n ts  position  them selves in  the 
im agined com m unity  o f US cu ltu re?
C ase M
1. W anted more challenge in life -  left Japan to 
experience different ways o f  life in U.S. -  
imagined com munity w as U.S.
2. Enjoyed culture shock at first -  felt as great 
experience
3. W anted to stay in U.S.
4. Began to doubt w hether she should stay in 
U.S. because o f  slow progress in English and 
no professional jobs available
5. Lonely
6. Gap between reality and dream -  “ imagined 
com m unity” towards Japan -  “ if  I were in 
Japan, I could obtain a professional job  and 
express m yself fully”
M wanted more challenge in life. She left Japan to experience different ways of 
life in U.S. When she arrived in the U.S., she enjoyed the cultural shock since it gave her 
a great experience of a different culture. At this time, she felt that she wanted to stay in 
the U.S. after finishing her degree. However, as time passed, her intentions changed. Her 
English learning was slow, she could not find a professional job, and felt lonely. She felt 
a huge gap between reality and the imagined community of U.S. She began to look 
toward Japan as her imagined community.
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Case N
TABLE 4.5.1. - Timeline
N 2004 2005 2006
January Attended ESL 
classes
Consistent self-reflections in writings
Wrote on changes in feeling comfortable being 
Japanese
M arch
Emails/joumals/interviews began
April
Learned o f  the word “self-esteem” in English -  
wrote o f her encounter with excitement
Wrote mainly on importance o f  positive 
thinking
May
Wrote constantly on Japanese and US culture 
differences -  approached objectively for both 
cultures
Wrote as an outsider o f both cultures
June Arrived in US
Returned to Japan for vacation -  wrote more on 
Japanese culture as an outsider
Comparison o f the two cultures -  positive 
writing on US culture
July
Returned to 
Japan for 
vacation -  
began to write 
as an outside 
observer o f 
Japanese 
culture
Left nursing school
August
ESL classes 
began
Moved to 
neighboring 
state to pursue 
nursing degree
September
-Began to work 
as nanny 
-Received 
Social Security 
Number -  felt 
“American”
Moved to East Coast to be married
December
-Obtained 
driver’s license 
-  feeling o f  
belongingness
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Case N
TABLE 4.5.La. -Themes
Living in Learning Making
Living in VS Japan English Efforts to 
stay in US
Marriage Family in 
Japan
“Reset life” Realizes Slow Leam Feel Very Japanese
history in Japanese are process - English - extremely values
Japan quiet and sad and cry want to be important to
peaceful everyday a fluent establish Parents don’t
Not easy for speaker immediate allow failure
foreigners - Can’t relax A big family for their
“fighting emotionally challenge Leam U.S. (referred to children
everyday” way of life as “root”)
Comfortable - Stressful Frustration Limited,
less restriction Attend Wants to be restricted.
than Japan, Felt as an Struggle nursing married follows
helps to release outsider -  no school - rather than Japanese
“tight mind”, sense of Way of student visa to pursue a tradition and
more belonging survival career or culture
opportunity. Become studies
meaningful Requires to A way to emotionally Now whole
challenges adhere to 
certain
obtain a job stronger, 
set goals
family
understands
Provides society rules Necessary to N’s values;
opportunity to -c a n ’t develop a Obtain job great support
search self and explore nor good -  self- from whole
enjoy life discover self relationship/
friendship
support family
Feels alone but Being an
US provides average Helps to
sense o f person is understand
accomplishmen expected - US
t and self- can’t be too culture/peopl
confidence unique or 
stand out;
e
Provides failure not Helps to stay
independence. accepted in US
energy, and
realization o f Being As English
goals and conservative is learned.
dreams is accepted 
or will be
speaking
Japanese
Sense of labeled as becomes
belonging to crazy slower/rusty
society and
people Must adhere 
to the public
Realizes image -
affection marriage.
towards job, age.
Japanese role, etc.
culture, people.
tradition Too many 
restrictions/
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Exposure
assists
understanding 
American 
values more- 
significant to 
live in US
Reiterates 
feeling o f 
doesn’t want to 
go back to 
Japan________
rules
expected for 
women
4.2.4 N’s Story
N arrived in June 2004. She began her ESL classes in August 2004. At the same 
time, she began to work as a nanny. In 2004, N obtained social security number and a 
driver’s license. N continued to attend ESL classes until May 2005. She shared her 
feelings and experiences in the U.S. on her website since 2004. This website was written 
for Japanese women who were interested in moving to U.S. In July 2005, she returned to 
Japan to visit with her family. Shortly after she returned to the U.S. in August 2005, she 
moved to a nearby state to pursue her nursing degree. Formal email, journals, interviews 
for the data collection began in March 2006 and continued until August 2006. During 
this time, N wrote mainly on the positive encounter with American culture and the impact 
on her.
Living in the United States
On July 5, 2006, N wrote of her experience living in the U.S., “I remembered that
one other reasons I decided to study in the USA is to escape from such stress, to find out
what real life is, to search for who I am, and to know why I was bom. My life has
changed better and better because my American friends showed me how life is wonderful
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and how people deserve to enjoy life. My traditional Japanese tight mind was released 
from the strain. It is good for me.”
Similar to M, N had a very positive idea of the U.S. as an imagined community. N 
mentioned many times that living in the United States had released her from the 
oppression of family, society, customs, and tradition that enslaved her in Japan. She felt 
that the Japanese values that were negative were left behind and only the positive ones 
stayed with her. She also felt that the new rules in the United States allowed her to 
balance the needs and values which enabled her to be the person she always wanted to be 
-  a positive person. She felt free to “reset” her history since she had no roots in the 
United States. She mentioned that resetting her life was not to “run away” from her 
existence in Japan, but was to change directions to a better life. N said in a telephone 
interview (August 18, 2006), “ I am starting over now. The friends I make here are 
always supportive, inviting, and they mean what they say. People in Japan didn’t. Using 
English for my business in Japan made me think that I really needed to improve my 
English. So that was my main reason why I came here. But when I came here I began to 
see and feel that work was not the only thing I wanted to do with my life.” N felt at ease 
in the United States since trying out new things was not a sin. In the United States, she 
was able to voice her own thoughts and ideas without wondering if she would fit the 
norm. In spite of her enjoyment of the new discoveries and opportunities, she found that 
living in the United States was also a challenge. Lack of language skills, short of 
understanding the American culture and people, and most of all, being alone in a new 
environment, created stress. However, as a whole, she remained positive through
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building self-esteem and focused on how to enjoy the new lifestyle that she had found. 
She said, “There’s no way I’m going to go back to Japan. I feel a sense of belonging and 
connection with people around me here in the U.S.”
However, as much as N enjoyed living in the U.S. these experiences did not 
eliminate her Japaneseness. She considered herself a “Yamato Nadeshiko,” -  an ideal 
Japanese woman. She wrote, “1 like me as a Japanese. 1 want to be humble but 
confident.”
Living in Japan
In Japan, N could not be assertive and was not allowed to interpret things in her 
own way. There were rules for everything and those were not allowed to change 
according to the tradition and customs that were strongly rooted in the society. N 
explained about the “Japanese tight mind.” She said, “This was the oppression of 
society, family, friends, and all that surrounded me. The tight mind refrained me from 
thinking for myself. I would be afraid if I did since 1 didn’t want to break the norm.”
Many times things were encouraged not to be carried out since “failure” was not 
permissible for the family. This seemed to have made a huge impact on how N viewed 
life. Risk was not to be taken, “embarrassment” was not to be brought to the family, and 
thinking independently was not valued in her family. N said, “My parents never said ‘try 
it!’. Teachers never encouraged me by saying ‘you can do it!’ Being humble is beauty in 
Japan. No one can be assertive if one wants to fit into the Japanese culture.” N ’s 
experiences in Japan gave her great hope to live in the United States since N viewed the 
Japanese culture negatively.
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Learning English
At first, N felt anxious since people were not willing to speak with her. She felt 
that people turned deaf to a heavy accented person like her. She wrote “sometimes, a 
customer service suddenly and regardlessly (perhaps on purpose) cut off the line when 
he/she gives up to listening to me carefully. I wish I could speak English fluently. I feel 
so sad, but I think this is the practice for me to improve my English, so I try to the best.” 
Furthermore, N felt that she was being viewed as less competent because of her language 
skills. N wanted to speak with and make American friends whom she wanted to leam 
English from. N said of making American friends, “It is so hard to become friends with 
Americans, especially women. Their attitude is different from other people. They don’t 
want to talk with me. Then, I feel the same way. I don’t need to talk to them. But 
Mexicans and Asians are different. They are more patient and try to listen and 
understand me. I guess they’ve gone through a similar experience so they can relate with 
me.”
At first, N was eager to leam the language quickly and become as fluent as a 
native speaker. However, attending ESL classes, the workshop, and experiencing U.S. 
life, she came to approach the learning experience differently. She was comfortable to 
admit that learning took a while and that it was fine to let the time flow by. She was 
more comfortable about the slower flow of the learning experience. N said, “The classes I 
take help me to leam English. As long as I study, I will succeed. In Japan, there’s no 
opportunity to go back to school at this age. But now, I am in school studying. I will take 
my time to leam as much as I can.”
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Making Efforts to Stay in the United States
N wrote in her journal on August 16, 2006, “I feel alone. However, I am sure I 
feel something different from the moment when I was in Tokyo. I feel more confident, I 
feel more independent, and I feel more energetic because I can make sure that I came to 
the USA to make my dreams come true.” N felt that she was definitely much stronger 
mentally than she was in Japan. She felt that being able to be the person she wanted to be 
helped her to be strong. She had more self-confidence, self-esteem, and was more 
comfortable with herself than ever before. She started to explore the possibilities of a 
profession that would grant her the status to stay in the United States. She eventually 
moved to a neighboring state to pursue a degree in nursing.
N presented consistent effort to adapt to new environment by learning English, 
understanding the culture and people, and participating in the community’s practices.
She had a strong sense of investment in the American culture and wanted to become a 
full participant in the community.
Marriage
When N first arrived in the US, she was committed to learning English. She 
emphasized that a better command of English would improve her match making business. 
N had a match making business on the internet to introduce Japanese woman and 
American men. This business had been in existence with a Japanese partner before she 
moved to the U.S. One of the main reasons she felt the necessity to study English was to 
improve her communication skills with the American applicants. As she studied English, 
she dedicated herself to exploring the new environment and made efforts to ease into the
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process of adaptation. Adapting to the new environment also included building 
relationships. She wrote, “I’m more open to meeting people. I’m looking for an assertive 
relationship. I’ve got to be more outgoing than I was before. I think that my match 
making business would do so much better if I was happy. That’s what I have to work 
on!”
After N moved to a neighboring state to pursue her nursing degree, she began to 
hint about the possibility of marriage. In January 2006, she wrote, “I’m rootless in this 
country. That’s why starting a family means so much to me. It’s one of the most 
important things I want to do in life. But I don’t know when it’ll happen, so 1 need to 
finish school first.” Then in March 2006, she reversed her comment by writing, “I’m 
going to stay in the United States. Getting married and starting a family is my first 
priority, study is second.” Later in the year, she moved to Maryland to be married to an 
American.
Familv
During an interview N said:
“For me, it was also uncomfortable at home with my family. They always asked 
me if I have a boyfriend, when 1 would get married, and when they could see their 
grandchildren. They are not concerned about my feelings, they are concerned 
about the public image. In Japan, at home, and work, there wasn’t any place I 
could relax. So 1 came to America to find my comfortable place. 1 believe I am a 
unique person. 1 want to try something different from anyone. But in Japan, you 
should be average, shouldn’t stand out.” (May 21, 2006)
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At first, N ’s family did not approve of her moving to the U.S. for various reasons. 
During a first visit to the U.S., N ’s mother said to her, “ I don’t blame you for wanting to 
stay here. It’s such a wonderful place to live. I can’t force you to come back to Japan 
although I will miss you very much.” N ’s mother’s visit to the United States had 
influenced the family’s impressions and the family began to approve and support her 
stay. N missed her mother very much but was determined to stay in the United States.
N also wrote about her father (July 31, 2006). “My father is old and traditional.
He looks calm and reticent. I haven’t had many experiences facing and talking with my 
father since I was a child. His dignified manner always makes me nervous. Of course, he 
never kisses or hugs me. My American friend said ‘try to give him a hug and a kiss, and 
he might open his heart to you!’ But I can’t. It is impossible. I think my father is not good 
at expressing his feelings. I understand that my father loves me, so, maybe it does not 
make any difference between him and an American father. So I love my father.”
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CaseN
TABLE 4.5.1 .b. Question Number 1
Question
Case Name
W h a t a re  som e o f  the  effects o f  a d a p ta tio n  to  U.S. 
cu ltu re  on th e  iden tity  tran sfo rm a tio n ?
C ase  N
1. Built self-esteem  -  opportunities for all 
ages, gender
2. M et m any good people she called friends -  
but no native speakers o f  English
3. Learned to  enjoy life -  released from 
fam ily, society, custom , and tradition
4. Offered to  “reset” life and liberate from 
“tight m inds” o f  Japanese society
5. Felt alone -  “H owever, I am more 
confident, independent, energetic since I 
can m ake my dreams come true.”
6. A ppreciation for Japanese culture and 
values strengthened
N felt that after she came to the U.S., she was able to build self-esteem since the 
community offered opportunities to all regardless of their age and gender. She met many 
good people she could refer as friends. However, she did not make any American friends. 
She learned how to enjoy life, since she was released from family, society, custom, and 
tradition in Japan. She also felt that she was offered a chance to reset her life since no one 
knew of her life in Japan. Although she felt lonely in the U.S., she was more confident, 
independent, and energetic than she was in Japan. At the same time, her appreciation 
towards Japanese culture and values strengthened as she appreciated her experience in the 
U.S.
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CaseN
TABLE 4.5. Le. Question Number 2
^ Q u e s t i o n  
Case N am e
W h a t elem ents o f  com m unicative com petence m igh t p rove 
sa lien t to  fem ale Ja p an e se  in te rn a tio n a l s tu d e n ts ’ 
investm en t in language lea rn in g ?
C ase N
1. Learning English enhanced self-esteem , provided self- 
confidence
2. Strong desire to be accepted by A m ericans 
and community
3. A ccent becam e an obstacle to  talk w ith A m ericans
4. Frustrated at first but learned to accept that 
learning English takes tim e -  becam e 
com fortable with the learning process
5. A m ericans are not patient with non native 
speakers
N was frustrated at first with her slow learning. However, when she learned to 
accept the fact, she became comfortable and was not anxious as she once was. Her main 
concern on learning English was pronunciation. She felt that Americans were not patient 
with those with accents. However, learning English enhanced her self-esteem and 
provided self-confidence. Through learning English she desired to be accepted by 
Americans and the community.
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CaseN
TABLE 4.5.1.d. Question Number 3
Question
Case Name
How do participants position themselves in the 
imagined community of U S .culture?
Case N
1. Left Japan to “ reset” her history
2. D idn’t fit into “ the Japanese m easurem ent o f 
things”
3. U.S. provided self-esteem and new  perspectives 
in life -  imagined com m unity w as U.S.
4. English le a rn in g -s lo w
5. W anted to stay in U.S.
6. Com fortable in U.S. in spite o f  the challenges o f  
learning language an culture
7. Felt mentally stronger than in Japan
8. Began to  appreciate Japan more than she did 
before
9. Positive “ imagined com m unity” in the U.S. 
continued
N’s imagined community of the U.S. helped her to reset her history in Japan. She 
felt that she did not fit into the Japanese measurement of things but felt comfortable in 
the U.S. in spite of her challenges in learning the language and the culture. The imagined 
community of the U.S. provided self-esteem, new perspectives in life, and she felt 
mentally stronger than she did in Japan. Although she appreciated the Japanese culture 
and values, she strongly felt that she wanted to stay in the U.S.
4.3 Cross Case Findings 
Table 4.6 below indicates themes which were most discussed by the participants. 
Theme 1 was mentioned the most frequent by the participant and Theme 6 was the least 
mentioned. YO and N had the most themes identified since they wrote scores of journals.
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YU had the least themes since her journal entries and interviews were not conducted as 
often as others. Different themes were demonstrated but comparable themes also existed 
among the participants as seen in the table.
TABLE 4.6 -  Identified Themes from cross-case studies
Case Theme 1 Theme 2 Theme 3 Theme 4 Theme 5 Theme 6
YO Personality Learning
English
Veil Living in 
U.S.
W riting in 
Japanese
Friends
YU Learning
English
Living in the 
U.S.
Job in Japan Family n/a n/a
M Job in U.S. 
and Japan
Learning
English
Living in 
U.S.
Relationships Fam ily n/a
N Living in 
U.S.
Living in 
Japan
Learning
English
Efforts to stay 
in U.S.
M arriage Family
Learning English and living in the United States were the two themes that each 
participant discussed most verbally and in their journals. The two themes were expressed 
as both positive and negative experiences by all participants. Table 4.7. illustrates the 
participants’ comments toward the two themes.
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TABLE 4.7. Cross-Case Findings
Case 
Them^
YO YU M N
Learning
English
Helps to live in 
U.S.
A tool to express 
se lf in U.S.
A reward 
obtained through 
living in U.S.; 
but difficult to 
fully acquire; 
reason why 
friendship with 
Americans is 
hard to find
English speakers 
don’t w ant to 
talk with those 
w ith strong 
accents
English requires 
to be expressed 
100% ; no room 
to “read between 
the lines” -  
provides 
opportunity to 
learn difference 
between 
Japanese and 
English language
Envy o f
acquaintances in 
Japan
A struggle
Difficult both 
academ ically and 
in everyday life
Provides 
experience in 
learning about a 
different culture
Realizes that 
proper
pronunciations 
are challenging; 
feel that accents 
prohibit from 
m aking native 
English speaking 
friends
U nless fluent in 
English, doesn’t 
believe in equal 
relationship 
between se lf and 
others
Difficult process
Affects all aspects 
o f  life in U .S .-  
job , relationships
Slow learning 
process affects 
self-confidence, 
self-esteem, 
values
Provides
opportunity to be 
more expressive 
than in Japanese
Reflection o f  goal 
and
accom plishment 
for coming to 
U.S.
Lack o f fluency 
influences 
relationships; not 
easy to find 
American friends
Slow process —sad 
and cry everyday
A big challenge
Frustration
A struggle
A way o f  survival
A way to  obtain a 
jo b
N ecessary to 
develop a good 
relationship/ 
F riendship; but lack 
o f  English is 
obstacle to make 
A m erican friends
H elps to  learn U.S. 
culture/people
Helps to stay in U.S.
As English is 
learned, speaking in 
Japanese becomes 
slow er/rusty
Stressful
Experience that 
provides tim e to
Learning
experience
Realizes that
Overlaps with the 
slow learning 
process o f  English 
-  lack o f  self-
Reset life history in 
Japan
N ot easy for_______
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explore se lf and Americans don’t confidence, self­ foreigners -
grow necessary have esteem, change in “ fighting everyday”
interest in other values o f  life
Helps to  search countries C om fortable -  less
for life goal Lack o f  self- restriction than
Classm ates don’t confidence; w ant Japan, helps to
Significant have interest to to go back to release “tight m ind” .
experience to learn o f  other Japan m ore opportunity.
learn other cultures, m eaningful
cultures (not languages, etc. U.S. society challenges
only Am erican) doesn’t have age
limit for jobs - Provides
Living in Provides Provides opens up opportunity to
experience/tim e opportunity to opportunities or search s e lf  and
the  U.S. to determ ine how leam  live women than in enjoy life
to utilize college English versus Japan
m ajor in the “book” English Feels alone but U.S.
future Provides provides sense o f
V erbal opportunity to accom plishm ent and
Provides expression is consider purpose self-confidence
opportunity to important; must o f  life; should
develop positive be able to stay in U .S.? Go Provides
self-identity express 100%;no back to Japan? - independence.
reading between if  in Japan, too energy, and
Provides lines as in Japan busy to think realization o f  goals
opportunity to about life and dream s
think about life A sserts purpose
back in Japan o f  life and serves C an’t decide if Sense o f  belonging
(not always as rem inder o f living in U.S. is to  society and
positive) w hat she wanted meaningful; is it people
to do with life worthwhile to
spend m ore tim e
here? Realizes affection
tow ards Japanese
culture, people.
Provides tradition
opportunity to
embrace, Exposure assists to
appreciate understand
hum ble character A m erican values
o f  Japanese m ore- significant to
culture live in U.S.
R eiterates feeling o f
doesn’t w ant to go
back to  Japan
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As shown in Table 4.7., cross-case findings indicated two main themes: Learning 
English and living in U.S. The participants’ comments in learning English offers an 
interesting view of how they processed the experiences. First, they explained their 
learning experiences by listing only the negative factors.
YU said that learning English was a struggle, especially correct pronunciations. 
Since YU could not pronounce words well, she felt it prohibited her from making native 
English speaking friends. M also felt learning English was a difficult process. She felt 
that her slow learning process affected her self-confidence, self-esteem, and values. M 
felt that she was not able to make American friends because of her incompetence in 
English. She felt that if she could only speak fluently, she could obtain a job she was 
qualified for. Learning English for N was challenging and frustrating too. She felt it was 
a struggle but necessary for survival. N also felt that she was not able to meet American 
friends because of her English skill.
The four participants continued to express their learning experiences as positive 
events. YO expressed that the English learning experience was a tool to express self in 
the U.S. She also continued to mention it was difficult but a reward that she was able to 
obtain through living in the U.S. YO mentioned that her learning English was envied by 
many acquaintances in Japan. N and YU emphasized that learning English helped them 
understand a different culture and people. M reflected on her learning experience as an 
important accomplishment in life. She also noted that English allowed her to be more 
expressive than in Japanese.
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In contrast to the theme of learning English, data showed that the participants’ 
experiences living in the U.S. were overwhelmingly positive. YO stressed that living in 
the U.S. had provided her time to explore herself and to grow. She also emphasized that 
the experience allowed her to develop a positive self-identity. YU mentioned that 
everyday she is reminded that she was living her dream. This experience also allowed her 
to appreciate the Japanese culture more than she did before. For M, living in the U.S. 
provided time to consider her life goal. She also felt fortunate there was no age 
discrimination in the U.S. N was content that she was able to “reset” her life in the U.S. 
She felt energetic, independent, and a sense of accomplishment, and reiterated that she 
did not want to go back to Japan.
The findings introduced various appealing factors of international students as they 
learned a language and culture. They also indicated how processes of adaptation and 
investment could vary individually. Furthermore, the findings demonstrated how a 
choice of imagined community affected the level of participation in the community of 
practice.
In addition, the following Table 4.7.1, shows the pattern where the participants 
positioned themselves and their identity options in the U.S. community at the time o f the 
research. Pavlenko and Blackledge (2004) defined identity options as “social, discursive 
and narrative options offered by a particular society in a specific time and place to which 
individuals and groups of individuals appeal in an attempt to self-name, to self- 
characterize and to claim social spaces and social prerogatives” (p. 19). Furthermore, they
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defined positioning as “all discursive practices which may position individuals in 
particular ways or allow individuals to position themselves” (p.20).
Table 4.7.1. Cross-Case Findings
Positioning Identity options Participant
Assimilation Here, and the same N
Integration Here, but different M
Enclavement Here, but separate YU, YO
Permanent
immigrant
Neither, here nor 
there
None
Dual citizens Here and there N, M
Cosmopolitans Everywhere (and 
nowhere)
None
According to Table 4.7.1, none of the participants positioned themselves as 
permanent immigrant. The participants’ identities were positioned either in Japan, U.S., 
or both. In addition, none of the participants belonged to the cosmopolitan stage where 
the identity option did not belong to anywhere, neither Japan nor U.S. N indicated often 
how she felt at ease in the U.S. while YU and YO had positioned themselves as a guest in 
the U.S. as they continued their studies. From the chart, N can also be seen at the 
position of assimilation, M in the process of integration, and YU and YO in the position 
of enclavement where they live in their Japanese world that exists in the community of
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U.S. The findings from the eross analyses faeilitated deeper aeeess into the participant’s 
emotional lives and how this related to their experiences in the U.S.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
5.1 Introduction
This chapter will address the three main research questions and the implications 
of this study’s findings within the theoretical framework for this dissertation. Theoretical 
framework refers to theories introduced in chapter 2. The findings refer to data in chapter 
4 which facilitated the understanding of the transformation of the participants’ identity in 
the United States.
Section 5.2 will address research question number one by examining participants’ 
adaptation to the U.S. culture and if and how it affected their identity transformation. 
Section 5.3 will address research question number two by examining communicative 
competence and the influence on the participants’ investment in language learning. 
Section 5.4 will address research question number three by examining how the 
participants positioned themselves in the imagined community of U.S. The issues raised 
by the questions are interconnected and the discussion tends to reveal several common 
threads that run through the findings. These threads arise in each of the following 
sections as they interpenetrate and influence adaptation, identity, communicative 
competence, investment, and the imagined communities that each individual embraced
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within. Through these three research questions, this chapter will exhibit the variations of 
identities among the participants in their multiple communities.
5.2 Question 1
What are some of the effects of adaptation to US culture on the identity 
transformation of female Japanese international students?
5.2.1 Adaptation
Adaptation was defined by Kim (1988, p.9) as “the internal transformation of an 
individual challenged by a new cultural environment in the direction of increasing fitness 
and compatibility in that environment. Adaptation is the process of change over time that 
takes place within individuals who have completed their primary socialization process in 
one culture and then come into continuous, prolonged, first-hand contact with a new and 
unfamiliar culture. A person is assumed to be an open communication system that 
interacts with the environment through input and output of information. A person has an 
inherent drive to maintain his or her internal equilibrium in the face of changes in 
environmental conditions. Such equilibrium is distributed when the person- environment 
symmetry is broken. Therefore, to regain internal equilibrium and reduce stress, a person 
adapts by altering his or her internal conditions” (pp.37-38). In this theory, Kim viewed 
the phenomenon as common to both long-term immigrants and refugees and short-term 
sojourners.
YO’s Adaptation
YO had been in the U.S. for four years, the longest of the four participants. She 
portrayed herself as a shy person but knew from the very begirming when she came to
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Hawaii, that she would not stay in the U.S. after obtaining a degree. She noted the 
cultural differences and felt uncomfortable with the competitiveness, individualism, and 
assertiveness of American culture. However, YO had strong desires to adapt to the 
American culture, but wished she had been provided with more opportunities to access 
the American culture. She felt making American friends would have been one of the most 
important accesses. The few opportunities YO had to make American friends coincides 
with Miller’s (2000) findings with Chinese high school language learners in California 
that “the physical proximity of English speakers to native speaking students did not lead 
to increased opportunities to use English.”
Kim (1988) theorized that an individual’s adaptation was to have occurred by 
altering her internal conditions. However, YO did not alter her conditions but instead, 
she created a veil and a mask to shield her from direct exposure to the host culture. This 
was the unique way that YO had “maintained her internal equilibrium” to make an 
adaptation to the U.S. culture. Schumann (1978) described adaptation as “while it is not 
essential for a language learning group to give up its lifestyles and values in order to 
enhance SLA, the group must minimally adapt to the lifestyle and values of the target 
language group for acquisition to take place; it can still maintain its own lifestyles and 
values for intragroup use.” What we saw here was her way of coping with the “power of 
the English language” and the negotiation of her existence and identity to match the 
American culture but still maintaining her characteristics as herself. As she learned 
English and culture, she used these as a medium to develop her identity and found her
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own technique of adaptation to the U.S. culture. YO had simply found a way to adapt to 
the American culture without changing herself but recreating herself.
YU’s Adaptation
YU had been in the U.S. for approximately a year. Over this time, her view of the 
U.S. had changed drastically. As her exposure to the American culture increased, she 
began to withdraw from the American experience. Kim’s (1988) definition of adaptation 
as “increasing fitness and compatibility in that environment” was beginning to decrease 
from YU’s life. This became obvious as the interviews progressed. She felt that 
American’s were not interested in other cultures and languages. She felt “othered” by not 
being able to communicate at the same level as the Americans. She also felt that she was 
not able to make American friends because she was not accepted by the Americans as 
equals. Cummins (1996) made an important contribution to the understanding of the 
relationship between identity and power. He argued that coercive power relations refer to 
the exercise of power by a dominant individual, group or country that is detrimental to 
others and serves to maintain an inequitable division of resources in a society.” The 
society that YU participated in, exercised power that was “detrimental” to her, and 
discouraged her from taking action to adapt to the new world. As time progressed, YU 
began to critically compare the U.S. and Japan both in writing and in interviews. This 
comparison usually concluded as Japan being positioned significantly higher than the 
U.S. YU felt that many of her experiences with Americans and the culture were not 
accommodating her efforts.
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Another factor that was prominent in her writings and interviews was that YU did 
not discuss the necessity to “adapt” to the new environment. It may have been that YU 
knew very well that she would be going back to Japan after she obtained her degree. She 
also knew that living in the U.S. was one of her important life experiences but not a life 
altering experience as it was for M and N. She felt her life in Japan after her return 
would be as virtuous as or even better than it was before she left. Although she felt 
challenged by her new environment, she did not assertively engage in “altering her 
internal conditions.” She continued to approach affairs from her view as Japanese; as an 
outsider. This notion definitely affected the perception of her actions and adaptation to 
the U.S. culture.
M’s Adaptation
M was in the U.S. for approximately two years at the time of the research. M’s 
U.S. experiences had negatively affected her self-confidence, self-esteem, and 
motivation. Furthermore, she often mentioned her lack of ability to self-express her 
thoughts and ideas in English. She felt that she was not assertive enough to be successful 
in the U.S. M surrounded herself with Japanese, mainly international students, in both 
private and public life. If adaptation was “an open communication system that interacts 
with the environment through input and output of information” (Kim, 1988), M had very 
few interactions with the old timers in the new environment, resulting in few resources to 
explore the new world, which then limited her input and output of information. M did 
not immerse herself in the interaction with the “more experienced community members” 
but continued to live in the comfort zone of speaking Japanese.
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Lave and Wenger (1991) indicated that “learning is not just a cognitive process 
of acquiring a set of skills and knowledge, but is part of changing participation patterns in 
various communities with shared practices. As learner become more adept at community 
practices, they increase their responsibility in the community and become more active 
participants.” In spite of the fact that M acknowledged her lack of assertiveness, she 
made no attempt to amend the situation but instead continued to position herself as a non 
participant in the activities of the new world. M also did not “alter” her internal 
conditions but chose to view her experiences in the U.S. as an outsider.
Toohey (2000) made a distinction between “full participation” and “competent 
participation.” She argued that over time anyone can achieve a full level of participation 
in a community, but whether the individuals acquire the identity of competence is 
different. She continued that “Community practices are sometimes so arranged that 
identities of competence are not always available to all members. One can, then, be 
constructed as a full but incompetent participant” (p.2). During the research, M 
continued to hold several jobs in a responsible manner. According to Toohey’s theory, 
she fully participated and contributed to the society as an employee. The main reason 
why M was not a competent participant of the new world was that she viewed her lack of 
language skill only as a learning problem. Language learners can choose the conditions 
they interact with the target language community. However, M’s daily activities were 
often deficient in contact with the social structures of the American culture, therefore, she 
was not able to reproduce languages that were learned through day-to-day social 
interaction.
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M observed the new environment as an outsider. She expressed her perception 
and her position in the American culture based on her notion of Japan as her imagined 
community. By doing so, she often overlooked the purpose why she had come to the 
U.S.: to experience a different way of life. As capable as M was to comprehend the 
reality of the Ameriean culture, she unconsciously closed off the opportunity to become a 
competent participant by not contemplating the new environment as a whole.
N ’s Adaptation
N had been in the U.S. for almost 2 years. In spite of the faet that she had 
struggled to leam English, she was enthusiastic and excited about her life in the U.S. 
When we diseuss adaptation, it is important to emphasize that “We must also understand 
the eoexistence of two worlds, LI and L2, may not be a harmonious one; the self-image 
projeeted from one world may be highly eontradictory to the one projeeted from the other 
world” (Kanno, 2000, p.3). N pereeived her life in the U.S. as a ehange, an opportunity 
to “reset” her life. She was cognizant of the existenee of the two worlds in LI and L2. 
Therefore, she examined them as different entities that produeed two worlds that did not 
eontradict with each other. When in Japan, she observed the culture as an outsider in a 
very objeetive way, comparing the differences of the two worlds. When in the U.S., N 
approaehed language learning as a slow proeess and aeeepted the stmggle of living in the 
new eulture as a learning experience. Again, as in Japan, M maintained her objeetive 
stanee in the U.S. and made intricate comparisons of the two worlds. As Kanno (2000) 
wrote, it is apparent that “both worlds are present” in N’s world as a bilingual. This eould 
have been a contribution that N had completed “her primary soeialization proeess in one
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culture” (Kim, 1988), and was eomfortable and confident with herself that she did not 
hesitate to explore her “different self-images from various cultural mirrors” (Kanno, 
2000). Furthermore, she did not find the necessity to “alter her internal conditions” but 
“maintained her internal equilibrium” to enhance her experiences in the U.S.
Weedon (1997, p.32) argued that individual experience and social power is linked 
by a theory of subjectivity. She defined subjectivity as “the conscious and unconscious 
thoughts and emotions of the individual, her sense of herself and her ways of 
understanding her relation to the world.” N had articulated the subjectivity of her 
existenee in the U.S. early on and had constructed a new world of her own. Although N 
appreciated her Japanese culture, she felt she profited from the new experience in the 
U.S. Therefore she adapted to the new culture by creating a culture that was based on her 
ways of “understanding her relation to the world” -  a third culture that consisted of both 
Japanese and Ameriean values that she pereeived imperative to her existenee in the U.S. 
Effects of Adaptation on Transformation of Identity
Stack (1986) defined identity as to answer the question “who am I?” However, 
beyond this simple definition, this section will apply the definition that “it is to reference 
how a person understands his or her relationship to the world, how that relationship is 
constructed across time and space, and how the person understands possibilities for the 
future” (Norton, 2000, p.5). As the four participants adapted to the new environment, 
they expanded their possibilities to leam a new language. Heller (1987) argued that “it is 
through language that a person negotiates a sense of self within and across different sites 
at different points in time, and it is through language that a person gains access to -  or is
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denied access to -  powerful social networks that give learners the opportunity to speak.” 
Based on the above research and theories, this section will also include the notion that 
through the process of learning English, an individual will understand the powerful social 
networks that gives access or denies access to the possibilities for the future. (Norton, 
2000, p. 5).
In his theory on construction of social identity, Tajfel (1974, p.69) argued that “it 
is noteworthy for an individual to identify towards a self-concept which derives from his 
knowledge of his membership of a social group together with the emotional significance 
attached to that membership.” Foremost, the participants’ self-concept was based on the 
membership to the Japanese society. In the Japanese society, they were accustomed to be 
part of the mainstream society that unites one certain group of people: Japanese. They 
were never considered to be an outsider since they were the members of the majority 
group through knowing the practices o f the community, which provided them with a 
sense of belonging. In contrast, when they arrived in the U.S., the position had reversed, 
they were minorities in a society with hardly no knowledge of the American culture. 
International students are rarely prepared for this drastic change which presents slow 
adaptation process.
Additionally, because of their relationship to the world as Japanese, the 
participants’ identity was created across time and space. They had had ample amount of 
time to construct their identities as they matured. However, in the U.S., their relationship 
with the new culture needed to be explored immediately. Wenger (1988, p.215) argued 
that “learning transforms who we are and what we can do, it is an experience of identity.
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It is not just an accumulation o f skills and information, but a process of becoming - to 
become a certain person or, conversely, to avoid becoming a certain person.” Too often, 
international students are forced to diseover their new relations in a short amount of time 
not leaving them with the window to diseem the requirements of their new surroundings. 
This learning proeess can be an extremely overwhelming proeess as they attempt to 
establish their new identity. Lave and Wenger’s (1991) theory of legitimate peripheral 
participation (LPP) assists in understanding the struggle of the participants. This theory, 
explains that:
“In order for the newcomer to be able to function in the new enviroiunent, the 
newcomers will have to be willing to engage in the practices, and the community 
must have an effective mechanism to initiate the new members into its customs, 
repertoires, and practices. In the ideal world both conditions are present, but in 
reality many eommunities neglect to initiate the newcomers to their practices, or, 
worse, actively exclude them ft-om participation.” (p. 100)
By understanding the relationship of learning, identity, and community 
participation, we can see that the differences in the levels of adaptation for each 
participant are relevant to a transformation in identity.
YO’s Transformation of Identity
YO’s four years in the U.S. seemed to be the significant difference between her 
and the other participants. Although YO felt her exposure to the U.S. culture was 
limited, she knew how much to adapt to the new culture which enabled her to establish an 
adequate relationship with the new world. She commented on her position in the U.S. as
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“an objective observer who approached each experience and reasoned why it happened.” 
This objectivity might have limited her from fully participating in the community. 
However, her openness to adaptation to the U.S. helped YO to realize the reality after her 
return to Japan. YO had experienced struggle to leam English and the humiliation of not 
being fluent. However, YO always looked at the U.S. culture through her veil and/or 
mask, which helped her think and talk like “an American,” or so she imagined. YO’s 
desire to return to Japan helped her to avoid incidents that might have devastated others, 
especially those who planned to stay in the U.S. By determining her place to be, YO 
understood her relationship with the U.S.; therefore, she understood “who she was” in the 
U.S. Adaptation to U.S. culture did not deeply affect YO but strengthened her focus to 
achieve her goal of beeoming a “respected citizen in Japan.”
YU’s Transformation of Identity
YU’s adaptation proeess was similar to that of YO’s. She had no intention of 
staying in the U.S. beyond schooling so adaptation was limited. However, while, YO 
positioned herself as an objective observer of the U.S. culture, YU was an outside 
observer of the U.S. culture and the new world. At first, YU made attempts to know the 
Ameriean eulture and made efforts to aehieve this goal. However, as time passed, her 
efforts began to wane and she began to abandon her efforts. YU’s relationship with the 
new world was not as established as it was with the old world. Despite the fact she 
sought to understand the new world through the lens of a Japanese by comparing the two 
cultures, her perception became a one-sided view of the new world. Thus she was not 
capable to see the new world from the various angles that it possessed for an in-depth
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understanding. This ineapability generated frustration for YU and limited her proeess of 
adaptation. YU chose a Japanese boyfriend because she did not believe that her English 
ability would allow her to have an equal relationship with a monolingual English speaker. 
Her home within the U.S. eulture was a place of refuge for her, where she could be 
understood, feel comfortable, and still feel that she was living in the U.S. culture. YU 
understood her relationship with the world based in the comfort zone o f her old world. 
She realized that her inability to speak fluent English did not provide her the powerful 
social networks that would give access to possibilities for the future. But she did not need 
to make further efforts to adapt to the new world sinee, as YO did, she knew that her 
future was not in the U.S. but in Japan. Although Kim (1988) argued that his definition 
of adaptation was applicable to both long-term immigrants and short-term sojourners, in 
this case, we see otherwise. In YO and YU who are short-term sojourners, we see that 
neither of them “altered their internal conditions to regain internal equilibrium” since 
they did not find the rationale to adapt to the new culture. However, they functioned 
smoothly within the new culture. As a result, YO and YU were fully participating in the 
community, but were not competent partieipants due to the fact that they did not mind 
about the “community practices that arranged identities of competence” (Toohey, 2000). 
So, when we again examine the definition of identity, we observe that neither YO nor 
YU’s identity required to change. Partial adaptation to the new culture did not transform 
their identity. They copiously maintained their identity while living in the world of U.S. 
eulture and in a L2 environment.
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M ‘s Transformation of Identity
Next we examine M who came to the U.S. to pursue further education, to change 
their lives, and to stay in the U.S. after they obtained their degrees. In spite of the fact that 
they both worked and competently maintained jobs, M and N both had anxiety 
about their English skills. M’s anxiety level toward her English was much greater than 
N’s. Half way through the data collection, M had lost her sense of self since she did not 
relate well with the new world. She had lost her self-confidence that would have helped 
her to establish herself in the new world. She felt vulnerable by witnessing the powerful 
social networks that did not give her access to possibilities for the future because of her 
lack of English fluency.
While YO and YU had no reservation about going back to Japan, for M, at first, 
going back to Japan was not an option. However, her determination had changed during 
the adaptation process. She thought that Japan might be more accommodating for her to 
pursue her life. M’s experience during this period can be explained by Norton’s( 1995) 
theory of “subjectivity as a site of struggle” since identity can be multiple and 
contradicting. M’s adaptation process also seemed to have a subtractive side. M asked 
herself in her journal, “I lack in assertiveness but that means that I am more considerate 
of others. I like myself because of the way I can think about others. Iff  were to live in 
the U.S. for the rest of my life, does it mean that I have to change my values?” She 
wondered often if changing her identity was the model of adaptation which would 
provide her with a tool to live comfortably in the new environment. As noted previously, 
M felt lost and constantly doubted her desire to live in the new world. Adaptation had
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not transformed M’s identity, but produced confusion that made it complicated for her to 
process the true meaning of adaptation. Insecurity, anxiety, and loss o f self-confidence 
were the results of her struggle to become adapted. However, as Norton (1995) argued, 
“Although a person may be positioned in a particular way within a given discourse, the 
person might resist the subject position or even set up a counter discourse which positions 
the person in a powerful rather than marginalized subject position.” In the future, M 
might change her negativity into energy and power if she were to find her way, to adapt 
to the new world and realize the existence of multiple identities.
N’s Transformation of Identity
Although N sought to stay in the U.S. after her schooling as did M, N ’s adaptation 
process was different. One main reason might be that N had been in the U.S. longer than 
M, which provided her the time to revisit her thoughts and ideas about her place in the 
new world. She also might have been different in that she did not feel the pressure to 
change her values, but wanted what she saw as good American values and the good 
Japanese values to coexist in her personality. She was comfortable with the multiple and 
intercultural identities she had established through adaptation. As someone who always 
felt marginalized and silenced in the Japanese society, N wrote, “In Japan, I was a failure, 
Japan doesn’t let me reset my life. But here, U.S. has given me a chance to redo my life 
-  reset my life.” N played different roles in the two cultures. When she found herself in a 
marginal position in Japan, she fell silent. She didn’t have a goal in life and felt no future 
ahead of her so there was no reason for her to challenge the marginalization. However, in 
the U.S. she learned of the meaning of self-esteem and that changed her conception of
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life. So, in the U.S., when she found herself marginalized, she resisted, though this might 
not have truly changed the power dynamics of her position in the society in any obvious 
way. But it is important to value her resistance in relationship to the new world and the 
social networks around her. N’s adaptation had allowed her to fully participate in the 
community of practice as she negotiated her competence to become a competent 
participant of the community. She did not let herself be alienated from the unfamiliar 
customs of the new world but challenged herself to shape her identity by actively 
negotiating her roles and positions in the community. Canagarajah (1999, p.22) argued 
that “individuals are accorded agency to resist being positioned marginally in dominant 
discourses and to fashion alternative subject positions that fulfill their goals and 
purposes.” N’s multiple identities and intercultural identities facilitated her adaptation to 
the new world. Through these attempts N had efficiently modified her identity to take 
control of her life in the U.S.
In the data we can see that identity was socially constructed, and changed over 
historical time and social space. The participants’ identities and membership in the 
society were shaped by their participation or non participation in the community which 
showed their sense of competence. This dynamic co-construction of identity and 
participation suggests that negotiating identity is situated (Morita, 2004). For example, 
YO negotiated different identities and chose to participate in different contexts. YU also 
negotiated different identities but chose not to participate in all of the available contexts. 
Furthermore, the participants’ journals and interviews all indicated that negotiating roles 
and identities was a significant part of their socialization processes. For instance, the
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anxiety that the participants experienced when they attempted to speak was constructed 
differently. When YO spoke, she spoke behind the veil and mask. YU could speak in an 
academic setting but was intimated when speaking with an English speaker outside of the 
classroom. M constantly felt inferior when speaking to strangers and fell silent. When N 
spoke, she was always self-conscious of her accent.
A contextual analysis of the narratives also suggests the complexity and the 
variability of the struggle in the communities the participants lived in. Behind their 
struggle were multiple issues, not only language barriers but also cultural issues, identity, 
and power. YO’s experience is particularly interesting. YO participated in the local 
community and was able to negotiate the power relations as long as she was behind her 
veil and mask. She used her resources and strategies that she developed in her life to 
position herself favorably (Leki, 1995). On the other hand, this also revealed YO’s 
limitation of being a competent participant since she did not acquire community practices 
that arranged identities of competence (Tooney, 2000).
Understanding the notion of subjectivity is also important in being able to explore 
the reasons why individuals take on different labels, social roles, and personas. 
Individuals are comprised of multiple identities and at the same time, they attempt to 
make connections between the multiple identities to search for purpose and direction in 
their lives. Furthermore, Norton (2000) argued that subjectivity is structured in various 
different social sites, and in those sites, an individual takes up different subject positions 
in relation to power. She continued to argue that the subject positions that a person takes 
up within a particular discourse are open to contestation. For example, while a person
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might be positioned in a certain way, the person might resist the position which puts them 
in a powerful rather than a marginalized status.
By analyzing individual participants’ actions, intentions, and perspectives within 
the frame of adaptation, this section demonstrated the complex relations among 
socialization, negotiation of identity, participation, and power.
5.3 Question 2
What elements of communicative competence might prove salient to the 
participants’ investment in language learning?
5.3.1 Communicative Competence 
Most of the participants showed grammatical competency in writing as they were 
successful in their academic endeavors. They understood the importance of discourse 
competence which offered them the instrument to create conversations. However, it is 
difficult to determine if they were able to interpret the larger context and construct a 
longer stretch of language so that the parts made up a coherent whole. Data showed that 
participants were capable of having everyday conversation with Americans. This 
indicated that most of them were sociolinguistically competent since they knew how to 
respond to language appropriately given the setting, the topic, and the relationships 
among the people communicating. The participants also understood the importance of 
strategic competency; nevertheless, lack of English skill often brought anxiety since they 
were unable to fully express their thoughts and ideas. The following section will examine 
which part of communicative competence was salient to investment of language learning.
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5.3.2. -  Investment in Language Learning 
According to the theory of natural language learning, Spolsky (1989) described 
that language is best learned in an open and stimulating environment, in which learners 
are surrounded by fluent speakers of the target language, who generously ensure that the 
learner understands the communication directed at the learner, and who are prepared to 
negotiate meaning in an egalitarian and supportive atmosphere. However, for the 
participants, the new world they experienced was nothing like this theory of natural 
language learning. Many times Americans were impatient. Furthermore, in reality, the 
native speakers were more likely to avoid them than negotiate meaning with them. YO 
wrote that “I feel that there are times when people are afraid to talk with me because I’m 
an international student. There were times when we’re grouped at the beginning of the 
semester and some native speakers would openly show their unwillingness to work with 
me. In classes, you see people are grouped in the same race group. So, naturally, the 
international students are grouped together.” YU and M wrote about similar experiences 
with native speakers. These experiences show that the power relations between 
individuals, groups, and communities strongly impact the life of second language 
learners. In these incidents, the participants’ sociolinguistic competence played a 
substantial role in how to determine and respond to the different situations they 
encountered.
YO who came to Hawaii first and then to the mainland to obtain a four year 
degree, had great investment in learning English since this skill was a strong tool to attain 
a professional job when back in Japan. She thought that immersing herself in an English
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speaking environment on the mainland would help her improve her skills quickly. YO 
understood that in order to practice English, she had to become part of the social network. 
She had to form social relationships with her classmates and colleagues at work.
However, the social network was structured in a way that it privileged the native speakers 
who were accustomed to the practices of the community and the symbolic resources that 
were valued to it.
YU came to the U.S. to experience a different culture and to acquire the language 
in order for her to have a better job opportunity in Japan. She strongly felt that she 
needed to understand the community and the culture before she can truly acquire the 
English language, as did YO. However, YO and YU eventually found out that they were 
both caught between two cultures, that they were different from immigrants, because they 
would eventually return to Japan. They assumed that Americans would not understand 
them fully due to the fact that they were not interested in other cultures and languages. 
But they hoped for acceptance and the idea that they were different but equal to 
Americans. What is noteworthy in the data is the struggle they both underwent to 
achieve access, and their adaptation to the community changed as they were provided 
with information, resources, and opportunities to participate. In both cases, their 
academic environment was symbolic of the outside world. It was more than a place 
where they could increase exposure to English but a place that offered them the reality of 
being in U.S. The two participants hoped that Americans would understand why people 
come to the U.S. to study, to accept that they didn’t know everything about the country 
and how difficult it is to learn a new language. Both participants felt that their
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competence in English was a barrier to their acceptance by some Americans. But as they 
fully became confident of their identity, their inclination to speak in the public world 
changed positively. They had acquired enough sociolinguistic competence to enhance 
their communication skills with the public world.
M ’s investment in English was different from YO and YU’s. She had left a 
professional job in Japan to come to the U.S. She invested in English so she could fully 
gain the same status as in Japan. M wanted sufficient competence in English to secure her 
the kind of employment that was compatible to that of Japan. M wanted to find 
employment that would give her a good income, be intellectually challenging, and 
provide access to the “social networks of educated Americans” (Norton, 2000, p 98). It 
was in her quest for skilled employment that M felt marginalized. She felt that her 
employer was skeptical of her competency on the job because of her limited competency 
in English. M’s story indicated that a language learner’s investment in the target language 
must be also understood from a class structure as well as from the perspective of 
language acquisition. From the data, it is too complex to determine if M had acquired 
any of the elements of communicative competence. She did not write any journal entries 
in English nor did she articulate how much English she had acquired.
N’s investment in English stemmed from the notion that she wanted to reset her 
life in the U.S. When asked if she liked living in the U.S., she noted that “America is 
better for me than Japan.” N continued to take English classes as she took on a job as a 
full time nanny. She had a very limited time to socialize with the outside world.
However, she did not accept being positioned as an uneducated student in the outside
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world with nothing to offer. She had strong allies in both her private (as a nanny) and 
public world. Her employer was very cooperative with her schedule and allowed her to 
utilize her time efficiently. In the public world, she had friends and acquaintances that 
supported her with respect. As Bourdieu (1977) suggested, speech cannot be understood 
apart from the person who speaks, and the person who speaks cannot be understood apart 
from larger networks of social relationships. To those people that surrounded her, she 
was considered a legitimate speaker of English whose speech was appropriate to listen to.
If learners invest in a second language, “they do so with the understanding that 
they will acquire a wider range of symbolic and material resources, which will in turn 
increase the value of their cultural capital” (Bourdieu, 1977). In addition, “Learners 
expect or hope to have a good return on that investment -  a return that will give them 
access to hitherto unattainable resources” (Norton, 2000). Furthermore, when a language 
learner speaks, “they are not only exchanging information with target language speakers, 
but they are constantly organizing and reorganizing a sense of who they are and how they 
relate to the social world. Thus an investment in the target language is changing across 
time and space” (Norton, 2000). Norton’s definitions of investment play an important 
role in order to understand the participants’ investment in English and how it affected 
their language learning process.
YO and YU recognized the valuable social context of the Japanese culture during 
their study in the U.S. They identified English learning as their opportunity for better 
employment in Japan. They considered themselves as becoming desirable individuals for 
employment in a workforce that both were seeking to join. When they first came to the
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U.S., their desire was to learn English. However, after a period of time, their notion of 
language learning expanded to an attempt to understand two different cultures, redefining 
their stance in the new world, revisiting their identities, and restructuring their purpose of 
learning a new language. Their investment in language learning unfastened a new way to 
relate to their social worlds.
M struggled to increase the value of her cultural capital. She was never satisfied 
with her level of English. She was aware that if she invested in language learning, she 
would have a wider range of symbolic and material resources, for example, employment 
and income. However, when she could not easily achieve her goal, she became frustrated 
and anxious. At this point, she began to see the social world as an obstacle and began to 
withdraw. As we can see in M, investment in a language can also be selective since it 
changes across time and space. In addition, M’s anxiety and frustration was heightened 
since she was unable to access the social networks of educated Americans that she 
wished to belong to. For M, the sense of belonging to the social class network in the U.S. 
had a higher exchange value than taking the position of an international student.
N felt that she had made a good deal of progress in learning English. N’s strategy 
of investment in English greatly increased her values of cultural capital. She learned how 
to control the flow of information that she took in. Many times a language learner does 
not have the opportunity to fully comprehend the flow of information, but N 
systematically exercised her skills and strove to keep her anxiety level low. For this 
reason, she understood communication events better, therefore, she was able to have a 
good return on her investment.
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Question two examined the elements of communicative competence that might 
affect the participants’ investment in language learning. The most salient competency for 
the participants in their language learning process was sociolinguistic competence. This 
competency was probably the most challenging for language learners to acquire since it 
involves topics, settings, and the relationships that the individual was involved in. It is 
these rules of usage that makes sociolinguistic competency difficult to acquire for 
language learners, but at the same time, we must explore whose interest these rules serve 
(Norton, 2000) since competence should include the “right to speak” or “the power to 
impose reception” (Bourdieu, 1977).
5.4 Question 3
How do the participants position themselves in the imagined community of U.S.?
5.4.1 Imagined Community of the U.S.
Imagined communities refer to groups of people, not immediately tangible and 
accessible, with whom we coimect through the power of the imagination (Norton & 
Kanno, 2003).
In order to further understand language learning and identity of the participants, 
we seek to find what the imagined community of the U.S. was for the participants. 
Wenger (1998) argued that three modes of belonging exist in a imagined community. 
They are engagement, imagination, and alignment. Engagement is an active involvement 
in mutual processes or negotiation and meaning; imagination, is a process of expanding 
our self by transcending our time and space and creating new images of the world and
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ourselves; alignment addresses the extent to which we coordinate our energies and 
activities in order to fit within broader structures and contribute to broader enterprises.
When YO and YU came to the U.S., their ultimate goal was to study English and 
seek a degree. Based on their goals, they had a similar understanding of their relationship 
to the new world. However, as time passed, and as their involvement with the real world 
increased, they negotiated and created new images of the world and themselves. M and 
N came to the U.S. to explore new venues in life. Their English learning experiences 
were parallel but the experiences of living in the new culture differed. As time passed,
M’s imagined community began to shift from the U.S. to Japan. On the other hand, N 
slowly began to establish herself in the imagined community of the U.S. To understand 
what their imagined communities were, we need to examine their particular histories and 
changing identities (Norton, 2001).
YO’s Imagined Communitv of the U.S.
YO came to the U.S. immediately after she graduated from high school. YO felt 
that changing the environment that she grew up in would provide her with a different 
outlook in life and help her to explore self-identity. Therefore, she chose to seek a degree 
in the U.S. Soon after her arrival, YO realized that U.S. culture was different from what 
she had imagined. She felt American culture her accustomed concepts of modesty, 
consideration, and reading between the lines. As she began her studies in Hawaii, she 
strongly appreciated that Japanese culture was more of a fit for her. At this point, she had 
determined to identify with Japan more than with the U.S. Anderson (1991) suggested 
that a nation is an imagined community for everyone. Therefore, for YO, being away
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from home had strengthened her desire to belong to the nation of Japan as her imagined 
community. This decision did not contradict her initial idea that changing an 
environment would provide her with a different outlook on life and help her to explore 
self-identity. Through her experiences in the U.S., YO had recreated her self and actively 
took action to fit into the broader stmcture and the community that she belonged to. We 
need to remember that one does not have to accept all of a culture to belong to it. This 
idea had naturally sprung into YO’s mind. She knew clearly what was acceptable and 
what was not for her to develop a sense of belonging in the U.S. culture. She had chosen 
to accept the Japaneseness in her as she continued to live in the U.S. YO had “negotiating 
identities” (Cummins, 1996) making choices from an empowered position, clearly 
expressing her preferences, while making concessions where it was acceptable for her to 
do so. YO positioned herself in the U.S. culture as an individual who had the negotiating 
power to choose her membership and participation. Based on this power, she established 
her entire membership and identification to the imagined community of Japan while fully 
participating in the U.S. culture.
YU’s Imagined Communitv of the U.S.
YU’s decision to study in the U.S. came after working for several years. She 
sought to experience a different life in U.S. that would become a part of her life 
experience. As an enthusiastic student, YU started her classes with high hopes and 
expectations that she would learn English and have an active social life amongst 
American friends. After a short while, this plan had weaned to a point where YU felt 
discouraged to learn any further. When she first started to study at the community
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college, it seemed that YU’s imagined community had become her school and the 
classrooms that she engaged in. She invested in her classes and language learning on the 
assumption that there would be an active social interaction between native speakers and 
language learners. Wenger (1998) argued that imagined communities should not be 
equated with fantasy or withdrawal from reality. However, YU had quickly begun to 
withdraw from participation in the imagined community of college when she realized that 
she didn’t have access to an active interaction with native speakers. At her imagined 
community of college, classmates were not interested in different cultures and languages 
and they were not interested in understanding international students. She did not have the 
amount of interaction she hoped for. These incidents gradually discouraged YU from 
participating in the imagined community of college. As reality began to sink in, YU’s 
imagination shifted to an imagined community outside of the classroom to access the 
outside world. In this imagined community of the outside world, she sought to gain 
access to the community of native speakers. Again, YU’s imagined community of the 
outside world did not meet her expectations. When she faced reality for the second time, 
she took position as an outsider which resulted in her non-participation in the imagined 
community of U.S. At the same time, her identification with Japan had strengthened and 
it became the new imagined community. YU established her membership to the 
imagined community of Japan while partially participating in the U.S. culture as an 
international student.
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M’s Imagined Communitv of the U.S.
M was a social worker before she came to the U.S. In this position, she had 
earned respect as a professional in her community and workplace. When she came to the 
U.S., she was not able to find employment with a similar status. She found jobs that were 
“good for now” but not respected enough (Norton, 2000). She eagerly sought recognition 
from people who were fellow professionals and wished to have a profession in U.S. with 
like minded people. M ‘s imagined community was with a community of professionals. 
We can see that M’s imagined community of the U.S. was a reconstruction of her past 
and it was also a construction of the future. Thus, in the U.S., it was only the members of 
her imagined community, professionals, who could validate her self-worth as an 
individual. For this reason, M had such a stmggle to adapt to and accept the community 
of practice that she was in. M had resisted the uneducated international student and 
language learner label and struggled to understand the marginalization she often felt. 
Therefore, she began to withdraw from participating in the community of practice of the 
imagined community of the U.S. As we can see, M’s act of non-participation in the 
imagined community of the U.S. stemmed from the fact that it was an act of resistance 
from a position of marginality. However, M did not comprehend her act of resistance in 
the same way as YO and YU. Instead of understanding that she had negotiating power to 
establish her membership in a community of her choice, when she could not confirm her 
association with the imagined community of U.S., she understood it as a rejection from 
the imagined community. Conversely, she felt that she would always have a membership
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and be accepted fully in the community of Japan. As a result, her imagined community 
shifted from the U.S. to Japan.
N’s Imagined Communitv of the U.S.
N believed that it was through English learning and challenging herself 
intellectually that she would have access to her imagined community of the U.S. She felt 
that when she learned English, she would quickly establish an association with the new 
culture and people. At the time of arrival, N ’s daily life revolved around the English 
school she attended. Also, her desire to invest in English learning was strong. Therefore, 
her imagined community was the school and the people involved in the institution. 
However, soon she felt that her English was not improving as swiftly as she had hoped. 
In addition, she felt that she was not cormecting with the new culture and people o f the 
imagined community of the U.S. As M did, she felt rejected from her imagined 
community. She was disappointed and left the English school for another institution in a 
neighboring state.
However, there is an apparent difference between M and N ’s reaction to the 
imagined “rejection” by the imagined community of the U.S. M chose to be a non­
participator in the imagined community and shifted her focus to Japan. Nonetheless, N 
committed herself to be accepted by the imagined community of the U.S. She continued 
to invest in learning English and challenged herself in an intellectual way. She made 
efforts to participate in the practices of the imagined community of the U.S. These 
efforts were rewarded when N was offered a job as a nanny for an American family. At
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this point, N became a participant in the practices of the imagined community of U.S. 
(Norton, 2000). It had also placed her movement toward fuller participation to a central 
practice of the community in which she would be exposed to American family life. 
Through her job opportunity, N achieved access to the imagined community of U.S. since 
she was given information, resources, and opportunities for participation. She was 
considered to be a member of the social and historical collectives (Norton, 2000), and not 
an isolated individual outside of the sphere. N had begun to establish herself as a 
member of the imagined community of the U.S.
Wenger (1998) defined imagination as a” process of expanding oneself by 
transcending our time and space and creating new images of the world and ourselves 
(p. 176)”. Based on this definition along with the notion that imagined communities refer 
to a group of people, not immediately tangible and accessible, with whom we connect 
through the power of imagination (Norton & Kanno, 2003) we can sum up this section as 
follows.
YO realized that an individual does not have to accept all aspects of the U.S. 
culture so she closely examined which values could be accommodated to meet her needs 
to establish a membership in the host community. She had created a new image of her 
world and comfortably lived in it. YO learned how to take part in shared practices of a 
community (Lave & Wenger, 1991) but also through her learning experience she 
understood how to participate in communities where she wished to become a member 
(Wenger, 1998, p.215). YU’s imagined community changed drastically from the 
imagined community of U.S. to Japan. However she too used her imagination and chose
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not to cross the border and reinforced her cultural borders (Vila, 1997). At first, M ’s 
decision to come to the U.S. was an imagination which helped her to expand her range of 
possible self (Norton, 2001), but as a result, it set her role as a peripheral participant in 
her imagined community of the U.S. Lave and Wenger (1991) argued that “what we call 
learning is part of learning to take part in shared practices of a community”. N ’s 
consistent investment in learning earned her employment which resulted in a close 
contact with the imagined community of the U.S.
We can see that each individual held a different imagined community within the 
U.S. culture. Norton (2001, p.166) argued that imagined communities expand the range 
of possible selves and “ a learner’s imagined community invites an imagined identity and 
a learner’s investment in the target language must be understood within this context.” It is 
important to understand that whether a participant considers herself as a peripheral 
member of the community, or a legitimate multi-identity member of a larger imagined 
community, affects how she engages in learning a language.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, and FUTURE RESEARCH
6.1. Conclusions
One major characteristic of the participants of this study was that they were 
temporary sojourners (Kanno, 2003) in the host country as opposed to permanent 
residents. They arrived in the U.S. thinking that one day they would leave to return to 
Japan. Therefore, the notion of leaving home and living in the U.S., was different from 
those individuals who emmigrate to another country permanently. Most studies in SLA 
focus on immigrant students and define them as bilingual and bicultural students (Kanno, 
2003). However, this research investigated the multifaceted identities of sojourners as 
bilingual and bicultural students.
Most immigrants show a tendency to desire assimilation (Kanno, 2003), however, 
the four participants showed different identity patterns in adaptation. There was M who 
was confused and could not clearly find her relationship with the new world. YO and 
YU lived in the American culture where the host culture was irrelevant since they 
fundamentally identified as Japanese. N showed a strong desire to adapt to the host 
culture, but like YO and YU, she identified with her Japaneseness. YO, YU, and N were 
comfortable living in bilingual and bicultural world allowing the co-existence of the two
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worlds. Data showed the multiple identities of the sojourners that were constructed in the 
new world. We know that identities are not constructed only from the past and the 
present. Identities are also constructed by how we perceive our future. Therefore, the 
constructed identities of the participants suggested that there were differences between 
those who wished to go back to Japan and those who did not. Wenger (1998, p.207) 
indicated that “wanting to belong to a certain community substantially constrains our 
behavior and attitudes”. M and N ’s aspirations to seek permanent membership in the 
U.S. community had definitely constrained their behaviors and attitudes which proved to 
be substantially different from sojourners, YO and YU.
Secondly, the participants were fluent in their LI and possessed a strong academic 
background from Japan. YU, M, and N were college educated in Japan. YO had 
graduated from high school. Their academic competency provided them with a tool to 
comprehend the significance of academic achievement in the U.S. As bilingual and 
bicultural individuals, they also understood the significance of acquiring English and how 
this accomplishment influenced their lives when they went back to Japan. However, 
when we examine their fluency in Japanese, it might have provided a negative 
environment in learning English; speaking Japanese was taking time away from speaking 
English and socializing with those from the new culture.
Third, YO, YU, and N were able to establish a balance between the two cultures. 
They did not choose one culture over another, but approached the situation in a 
sophisticated way to accommodate both worlds. This balance eventually assisted them in
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their understanding of the complex negotiation of identity through social participation 
and community membership.
Fourth, all participants were able to concede their positions in the two worlds.
This means that they were able to identify with parts of each culture they were 
comfortable with, and by participating in those aspects, they were able to affirm that they 
belonged to both cultures (Kanno, 2003).
Lastly, and the most important finding in this study was the fact that the 
international students in this study attained a balance between two languages and 
cultures. As they navigated through the negotiation of identity, power, relationship with 
the two worlds, and investment in language learning, they acquired the sophisticated skill 
to balance and control their existence in the two worlds.
I chose a three-month period of observations to focus on how the international 
students evolved into or did not evolve into bilingual and bicultural persons. I also 
wanted to explore where the participants began to position themselves in the multicultural 
community and how and if their multiple identities would transform. Grosjean (1992, 
p.52) indicated that, “it is worth asking how the research on bilingualism would have 
evolved and what state it would be in today, had the scholars in the field all been bi-or 
multilingual and the research been conducted in societies where hi- or multilingualism 
was the norm and not the exception.” This approach transformed my approach toward 
the research from observing the culture and language acquisition of the participants to 
how the individuals coped with “life with two languages” (Grosjean, 1982). As an
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individual who is bilingual, bicultural, and with multiple identities, I myself strongly felt 
the desire to pursue the study from the vision of “life with two languages.”
As 1 continued my research, 1 found Weedon’s (1997) definition of subjectivity to 
be extremely helpful to understand the how and why the participants thought in their own 
particular ways. She defined subjectivity of an identity as “the conscious and 
unconscious thoughts and emotions of the individual, her sense of herself and her ways of 
understanding her relation to the world.” This definition provided the notion that every 
person had unique ways of creating their identities.
Theories of SLA, identity, power, and language provided the opportunity to 
compare the participants’ many experiences and my own experiences of “crossing the 
border.” 1 truly feel that I have gained much more than making inquiries for a 
dissertation. I feel that it has helped me to understand my position in the American 
community, the significance to continue to ask the question “who am I?”, and accept the 
enormity to invest in the continuation of my life in the U.S. as a bilingual, bicultural, and 
an individual with multiple identities.
6.2 Educational Implications 
There has been a surge of interest in issues of identity in the field of SLA and 
bilingualism, and with it a shift toward viewing language learners as complex and 
multidimensional beings (Norton, 2000; Norton Peirce, 1995). Based on Norton’s 
research, I take the stance that the collected data provided a range of educational 
implications to enhance our understanding of international students coming to the U.S.
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from Japan, as complex and multidimensional beings. Following are critical questions 
that educators involved with international students need to investigate.
6.2.1. Are international students given opportunities for social interaction?
In chapter 4, Table 4.5 presented a common issue for all four participants. When 
they talked about English, it was mainly about making friends, getting respect and 
recognition, and establishing themselves as full participants of a community. They 
associated learning English with social interaction. Academic performance is definitely 
an important factor in an international students’ life. However, through this study, we 
found that in order for the students to become a competent participant in an academic 
community, it takes more than providing them with an adequate classroom experience.
The barriers between international students and English speaking students are 
enormous. As Lave and Wenger (1991) indicated, “legitimate peripheral participation” 
(LPP) exists in learning situations. LPP is a socially situated process by which 
newcomers gradually move toward fuller participation in a given community’s activities 
by interacting with more experienced community members.” In other words, to establish 
a spot as a legitimate member of a group can affect one’s academic experiences as a 
whole. The challenge here is how to provide access to social interaction with more 
experienced community members with advancement in the academic community. 
Educators can enhance international students’ academic experiences by supporting them 
to establish their position as competent participants in a community.
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6.2.2. Do educators understand the dynamics of international students?
We often encounter students at one particular time and space or at a certain time 
in their lives and label them as “outgoing,” “not efficient,” “mature” “lacks confident.” 
We assume that we have figured out who they are and what they are thinking about from 
our encounters, forgetting that individuals change across time and place. For this reason, 
it is crucial that educators not make judgments of a student in any one context.
As the four participants’ social context changed over time, their identities shifted 
as well. We saw the multiplicity and the changeability of their identities as time passed. 
We also saw that international students often struggled to negotiate their identity and 
membership at school and in the community. These phenomena indicated that educators 
should also not make judgments that would narrow the student’s possibilities. For 
example, we saw M’s confusion and anxiety toward her environment during the data 
collection. An initial impression of her might have been “lacks confidence, confused, 
anxious, and sad.” However, currently, as of August 2007, M is a confident, self­
motivated, and a fulfilled individual. As time passed, she became capable of accurately 
negotiating her identity and membership in the community. She became a competent 
participant of a community that she desired to belong to. M’s example clearly shows the 
multiplicity and the changeability of her identity.
As educators, we must understand the dynamics of international students by 
playing a significant role in paying attention to students’ identity in the academic and 
social community in which we encounter them.
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6.2.3 How can educators listen to students’ voices?
This research opportunity provided the researcher with the experience to listen to 
the students’ voices. It has helped me to become attuned to the stories that are told by the 
students.
At the beginning of the project, the participants were a bit reluctant to say 
everything they had on their minds. This could have resulted from the fact that they did 
not think that anyone would seriously want to listen to their stories. The students had 
experienced both in academic and social circumstances when their voices were silenced 
by those who chose not to hear them. In addition, they were not sure of my position was 
within the Japanese community they participated in. However, as conversations 
continued and journal entries began to accumulate, they were not telling me what I 
wanted to hear but what they wanted to tell me. Not only did the participants become 
comfortable and open to the researcher, they also felt safe to convey their stories. The 
participants came to realize that the researcher was removed from the Japanese 
community which obviously provided them with the relief that there would be no 
repercussion in their social network. The distance that I had maintained from the 
Japanese community may have allowed free talk by the participants.
As educators, we must stay attuned to the students’ stories so that they will have 
the opportunity to speak about their histories. By encouraging them to talk, it allows the 
students to view themselves from a new point of view, not just to develop a different 
outlook on themselves. Developing the confidence of students to speak provides them 
with the confirmation of the right to talk. According to Norton (2000), “when students are
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provided with information, resources, and opportunities for participation, the individual’s 
identity within the community changed.” Both Norton and my findings indicate that the 
opportunity to speak can equip students to assertively take action in expanding their area 
of social interaction, which in return, will enhance their language learning experience.
6.2.4. Intercultural Communications
To avoid misunderstandings based on these categories, educators need to 
understand that a behavior is determined by the way we perceive the world, and how 
perceptions influence how we view the world. By understanding the concept that society 
and culture affect the way we decide how to act in a culture, we can improve the way 
intercultural communication is interpreted.
Chapter 4 illustrated how the participants viewed Americans. The four expressed 
their surprise by writing, “Americans don’t want to learn about other cultures. They just 
don’t have any interest.” Ting-Toomey (1999, p. 3) indicated that “there is a growing 
sense of urgency that we need to increase our understanding of people from diverse 
cultural and ethnic backgrounds.” Based on this perspective, as educators, we need to 
make efforts to reduce misunderstandings that result from cultural differences; we need to 
understand the influence of culture on our attitudes, and beliefs. Therefore, educators 
need to examine the importance of intercultural communications. Scollon and Scollon 
(1995) defined intercultural communication as communication between people who are 
members of different groups. Problems of understanding intercultural communication 
can be grouped into six categories: language, nonverbal communication, rules of social
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behavior, social relationships, motivation, and religious and political beliefs (Liu, 2003,
p. 16).
6.3 Future Research
The data also provided extensive topics for future research. Each participant had 
offered valuable information that contributed to recognize the many aspects of SLA and 
identity that still needs to be explored.
6.3.1. Immigrant and Sojourner Identities 
M and N were negotiating to possibly change their membership in the U.S. 
community from “international students” to “potential immigrants.” In addition to the 
identity differences between the two groups of participants, YO and YU versus M and N, 
we must also examine the identity differences of “potential immigrants” and immigrants 
whose initial goal is to immigrate to the U.S. for good. Although M and N’s purpose was 
similar to that of immigrants in general, their initial goal differed greatly. M and N came 
to further their education while immigrants usually emigrate from another country to 
better their life from the unfortunate situations that surround them in their own country.
Investigation of potential immigrants and the immigrant’s transformation in 
identities should shed new perspectives on language learning, identity and relationships 
with the new world.
6.3.2. Relationship between Identity and Language Learning 
Norton (2000) argued that research on immigrant adults and how they leam the 
target language in a formal learning environment has been a focus of SLA research. She 
also argued that language learning of adults within a sociocultural context has been
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surprisingly little and that little research has focused directly on the relationship between 
identity and language learning. As SLA research realizes the relationship between 
language learning and identity, more research must be conducted to examine how the 
learner understands her relationship with the world. This research must also demonstrate 
how that relationship is constructed across time and space, and how the individual 
understands possibilities for the future (Norton, 2000, p.5). These relationships can also 
be expanded to explore ethnic identity, social identity, gender identity, and cultural 
identity for language learners.
6.3.3. Identity Differences by Gender 
A food deal of research on female Japanese international students has been 
conducted (Morita, 2004; Matsui, 1995; McMahill, 2001). However, it is essential that 
more research on Japanese female international students’ identity and language learning 
outside o f formal classroom situation is undertaken in the future. But at the same time, 
research on male Japanese international students is much rarer than for female Japanese 
international students. According to statistics by Open Door 2005-2006, only 20% of 
Japanese international students studying in the U.S. are male. Due to the small amount of 
male international students, research on their learning experiences, identities, and 
investment have not been carried out. By expanding the research to examine the 
differences in identity and language learning between genders, this would definitely 
present motivating results for the field of SLA.
This chapter summarized the multifaceted identities of sojourners as bilingual and 
bicultural students obtained through the study of Japanese international female students.
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I also brought attention to the educational implications for enhancement of international 
students’ language and cultural experiences in the U.S. Also, based on the data from the 
study, I was able to unearth future research topics that are essential for the further 
understanding of international students in the U.S.
Postscript
Life has changed for the better for the participants. YO is back in Tokyo, Japan 
with a job which is challenging yet gratifying. Her job allows her to fully utilize the 
language and cultural knowledge she obtained during her stay as an international student. 
M is now employed by one of the largest accounting firms in the United States and 
resides in Atlanta, Georgia. Her knowledge in accounting and Japanese language skills 
are a huge asset for the company. N is now happily married and lives in Maryland. She 
is helping her husband expand his business internationally by using her expertise in 
computers. Unfortunately, I have not been able to get in touch with YU since I finished 
collecting data. I wish her best of luck and happiness in all her endeavors.
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APPENDIX A 
(Participants’ Information)
Name:
Address:
Phone #:
Email:
Major:
Previous Education:
Work Experience:
Place of birth:
Birthday:
How often do you use English?
How comfortable are you speaking in English?
Why did you come to the U.S.?
Why did you choose to attend this institution?
What are some of the obstacles in learning a new language and culture? Please explain.
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APPENDIX B 
(Human Research Protocol - IRB) 
INFORMED CONSENT
TITLE OF STUDY Language-culture Acquisition of Female Japanese
International Students
INVESTIGATOR Dr. Steve McCafferty
Chizu Jaret
CONTACT PHONE NUMBER Dr. Steve McCafferty
Office (702) 895-3245
Chizu Jaret 
Office (702) 895-5047 
Home (702) 263-8923
Purpose of the Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. The study will collect data for a 
doctoral dissertation. Language plays a significant role in a culture. It defines the 
position, gender, and the role that an individual is expected to have by the society. The 
purpose of this study is to explore the relationship between the Japanese language-culture 
and acquisition of American language-culture of female Japanese international students.
Participants
You are being asked to participate in the research because you are studying in the United 
States as an international student. There is no limit to how long you have been in the 
United States, your major, level of English proficiency, or age. However, you must be a 
female Japanese international student.
Procedures
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to do the following: I) 
meet with the researcher on campus and talk informally, 2) you will be asked questions
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about your self. For example, why did you choose to come to US? What are your 
academic/life goals? Has it been challenging to learn English? 3) to tape record or video 
tape the conversations with the researcher. Other procedures may involve: note taking by 
the researcher during the interview and some writing correspondence such as self- 
reflective journals and emails between the participant and the researcher. Contents of all 
individual interviews and written correspondence will be confidential unless approved by 
the participant.
Benefits of Participation
There may not be direct benefits to you as a participant in this study. However, we 
believe that we can help you with adjusting to the new environment, give advice on how 
school system works here in the United States, and provide you with other information 
that might benefit you as you study. Through this communication, the researcher hopes to 
learn more about international students and their experience in this country. By doing so, 
we believe that the UNLV faculty, academic advisors, international students’ office can 
benefit greatly to enhance a two- way communication which is essential in educating 
both parties in the differences and similarities of cultures.
Risks of Participation
There are risks involved in all research studies. This study may include only minimal 
risks. There may be times when you may feel uncomfortable with the topic we’re talking 
about whether it be individually or in a group. In group sessions, there may be times 
when there will be loss of confidentiality by sharing your thoughts and ideas. There also 
may be times when you disagree with other participants’ opinions/thoughts/ideas. Please 
let us know if anything makes you feel uncomfortable. We can stop right away or change 
the subject. We do not want you to be uncomfortable during our meeting sessions.
Cost /Compensation
There will not be financial cost to you to participate in this study. The meetings will be 
held on UNLV campus. Each session will last approximately two hours for a period of 
twenty weeks. You will not be compensated for your time. The University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas may not provide compensation or free medical care for an unanticipated injury 
sustained as a result of participating in this research study.
Contact Information
If you have any questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Dr. Steve 
McCafferty at 895-3245 (office), or Chizu Jaret at 895-5047 (office) or 263-8923 (home). 
For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or comments
regarding the manner in which the study is being conducted you may contact the UNLV 
Office for the Protection of Research Subjects at 702-895-2794.
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Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this study 
or in any part of this study. You may withdraw at any time without prejudice to your 
relations with the university. You are encouraged to ask questions about this study at the 
beginning or any time during the research study.
Confidentiality
All information gathered in this study will be kept completely confidential. No reference 
will be made in written or oral materials that could link you to this study. All records 
will be stored in a locked facility at UNLV for at least 3 years after completion of the 
study. After the storage time, related documents will be shredded, computer files and 
tapes will be deleted.
Participant Consent:
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I am at least 18 
years of age. A copy of this form has been given to me.
Signature of Participant Date
Participant Name (Please Print)
Participant Note: Please do not sign this document if the Approval Stamp is missing or is 
expired.
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APPENDIX B
Participant Consent on Audio Tape Recordinz
I have read the information regarding the research on language-culture acquisition of 
female Japanese international students and agree to be audio/ tape recorded during this 
study. I am at least 18 years of age. A copy of this form has been given to me.
Signature of Participant Date
Participant Name (Please Print)
Participant Note: Please do not sign this document i f  the Approval Stamp is missing or 
is expired.
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